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INLUCETUA
The Postman Cometh,
and these letters seem worth sharing with a wider
readership. They may prove that you can ' t please all of the
people any of the time, if that needs proving. Professor
Stith's responses follow.
Dear Ms. Eifrig:
Though our Lord calls them blessed, peacemakers
usually deserve rather less acclaim in intellectual matters.
Case in point: Richard Stith on abortion.
Protect the unborn without criminal sanctions. A simple and happy solution, it would seem, to an other wise
intractable and acrimonious debate. It is pro-life and prowomen, and it seems to mirror clearly the muddle that is
our national consensus-an uneasy conscience about abortion and an equally uneasy conscience about saying no to
women who want an abortion-still more, about saying that
they are wrong. And, the fondest hope of all, to protect
fetal life through counseling and education!
For all its appeal, though, the proposal obscures the
central moral question of the debate: what is the significance of killing the unborn? To judge by Stith's solution, it
would seem that abortion is in the same league as killing
the family cat. For after all, animal life too is protected by
civil-and in some cases criminal-sanctions. But, if this
is the price of peace, do we want to pay it? Is this the value
that we as a society want to place on unborn human life?
The abortion debate is not just, as Stith suggests, an
attempt to resolve a devisive issue, and what is at stake is
not just unborn lives, as important as they may be. At the
heart of the debate there are fundamental questions about
the value of unborn human life and about the treatment
due the least able of the human community. And, by implication, the abortion issue casts its shadow on a host of
other important issues--most crucially, on our treatment
of the newly born. Should infanticide too be a civil offense
to be dealt with by counseling and education? As Stith
rightly points out, law has an expressive function, and
whether he intends it or not, his proposed solution says
more than I suspect he would like to admit about the value
(orlack of value) of unborn life.
But, we are all weary of the abortion debate. Can we
hope for an agreement on the basic issue? Will we not
have to settle for something more of a compromise-something philosophically less tidy? Such seems to be Stith's
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underlying assumption. But how can one trained in the
law advance so optimistically something that is surely one
more legal headache? Consistency is not only a demand of
good philosophy and clear thinking, it is also a requirement of the law. If a woman can kill her own unborn without criminal penalty, what must we say of the killing of her
unborn by a third party-intentionally and against her will?
And what sort of compensation is she due if the life of her
unborn is lost through the negligence and carelessness of
others?
The irenic impulse, it seems, leads not only to bad
philosophy, but equally to bad law.
Robert Holyer
Arkansas College
Dear Ms. Eifrig,
. . . . "Protection Without Punishment" was such a
level-headed look at such a volatile issue that I was moved
to write to tell you, "yes!" I must confess that I have
lumped pro-choice people with the rest of quick-fix mentality, but was put to shame by Professor Stith's very gracious
attitude toward both sides. I also have been indignant
about both liberal political figures' refusal to assume prolife stances when they have long claimed to be the voice-of..
those-who-have-no-voice, and conservatives who switch sides
in this issue because they don't wish their tax money supporting additional children on welfare. Stith's calm and
understanding tone and political ideas skip the anger and
offer an alternative to indignation. I'm wondering what
comes next. How will his ideas be heard? Clinton and
Gore have both voted against various aspects of abortion in
the past; perhaps there is hope for the Democrats to alter
their position. Professor Stith's ideas certainly would be
sane contributions toward that end.
Sally Beck
Professor Stith responds:
My suggestion for abortion compromise, for those
who may have missed it in the November issue of The
Cresset, was quite simple: One side wants "choice" and the
other side wants "life," so both should be happy with choice
for life. Abortion would remain decriminalized, but public
policy would do everything possible to persuade and aid
women to choose to let their unborn children live.
Dean Holyer argues, essentially, that my approach
would give up the central principle of our law, equal pro3

tection for all human beings.
But the Supreme Court's Roe and Casey decisions
have already removed that fundamental principle from the
Constitution. I'm trying to find a way to save as many lives
as possible despite that tragic loss. An educational
approach need not further reduce the child to the status of
"the family cat." My article advocated, for example, the continued and expanded applicaton of homicide laws to third
parties (e.g., ex-husbands) who kill unborn human beings.
State and federal courts have upheld a Minnesota law that
punishes "murder of an unborn child," even in the early
weeks of pregnancy, with up to life in prison-hardly the
way we treat cat killers. My favorite idea for a public high
school health class would be a video showing the beautiful
body of an unborn child, followed by graphic illustrations
of injury: "This is what smoking does to your unborn baby."
"This is what drugs do to your unborn baby." "This is what
abortion does to your unborn baby." Informed waiting
periods before abortion would be more likely to encourage
serious reflection if the brief information then received
were only a reminder of a prior deep understanding of the
harm of abortion.
These and like measures would make clear that abortion, in the opinion of the public community, is permitted
but is not right. Many women would be persuaded to
choose life. Moreover, maternal permission to abort would
be seen as an isolated anomaly in our law, and thus would
be less likely to serve as a precedent for infanticide, involuntary euthanasia, and the killing of other vulnerable and
unwanted human beings.
As to whether there is "hope for the Democrats," as
Ms. Beck would wish: That all depends on whether the
Democratic members of the House and Senate can free
themselves from the extremists who are pushing for quick
enactment of the radical "Freedom of Choice act" (FOCA).
The very purpose of that act is to prohibit compromise on the abortion issue in the various states. Informed
choice and reflective waiting periods, for example, could
no longer be legally required. No legal protection against
abortion could be given to any child prior to viability
(about six months). Indeed, all measures discouraging
abortion would be subject to "strict scrutiny" and would
likely be held invalid.
FOCA backers currently plan to use "gag rules" preventing full debate and also preventing moderating amendments, when the bill comes up early in 1993. Ironically,
those pushing the FOCA want to stop informed choice on
abortion for Congress as well as for state legislators and
individual women.
Those opposed in any way to abortion, and those supportive of compromise, should write now to their federal
representatives and senators with the following three
requests: (1) that the representative or senator vote to permit debate and amendments to FOCA, (2) that she or he
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vote in favor of informed choice, and other moderating
amendments, and (3) that she or he vote against FOCA
itself, in order to let communities around the nation
engage in further dialogue and compromise.
Richard Stith

Without Compromise, a People Perish
The issue discussed in the preceeding letters brings
into high relief several truths about life in a world where
the personal is indeed political. Professor Holyer uses an
apt but ironically unhappy reference to peacemaking and
its reputation in intellectual circles. Indeed, he is right to
say that the attempt to make peace is not the way to make a
famous argument. (Academics say "good" argument, but
years of listening to the nuances and contexts in which this
description is given make me suspect that often such a
statement means "an argument you can't beat back, and
therefore one that people will remember me for having
made.") Probably it is for just such a reason that jesus singled peacemakers (and their bad arguments) out for blessing. He knew they wouldn't get much from a group of
academics.
This issue of The Cresset is focused on the work and
life of Martin Luther King, Jr., and the campus observance
of the national holiday marking his birth. Thus the familiar tension between compromise and integrity claims our
attention as a community. How much forbearance is too
much? Can forgiveness look too much like passivity? Can
a community compromise itself out of integrity, or even
out of justice? Where should wrongs be forgiven, and
where must they be resisted and overcome? Articles here
take up these questions and others related to them. Since
cressets are light-bearing implements, the Editor hopes
that light-and peace-might be brought closer through
their arguments.
Peace,

GME
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TURNING DREAMS INTO DEEDS
Toinette M. Eugene
Everything must change. This evening we are invited
by the author of Ecclesiastes (3:1-8- "there is a season for
everything"),-by the the soloist of George Benson's song
"Everything must Change," that it is time and it is possible
for us to alter our way of being. We are invited tonight by
the power and passion of the life and dream of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., that "everything must change!" Metanoia,
repentance, conversion, change are within our reacheven here at Valparaiso University. Today, through
"Turning Dreams into Deeds" we are urged and invited to
begin. Everything must change ••.. Let it begin with us.
This evening we are here to honor the name and the
memory of one of this century's greatest revolutionary
heroes- Martin Luther King, Jr. To recall this nameMartin Luther King, Jr. and the fire of his faith, and the
breadth of his vision is also to recall the historic heritage of
religious and social reform which the first Martin Luther of
Wittenberg proclaimed. To link the memories and the
meaning of the lives of both of these men in this
magnificent place of worship seems appropriate as we
consider the theme of this evening, "Turning Dreams into
Deeds." To recall Martin Luther King Jr., we are also
invited to recall that other and earlier reformer, Martin
Luther. To recall what is revolutionary in our faith and in
our Christian vocation is, first of all, to give thanks to God
for these two human beings and for all those other
witnesses of the Gospel throughout the world who have
and continue even now to hold fast to the God of justice
who calls all people to live in peace and harmony.
My reason for being here with you is to recall the
renown of a person who chose not to dream an impossible
dream, but who chose to engage a beloved community of
committed people in the enterprise of doing the right
things, for the right reasons. It is my privilege to be here
with you to recall the courage of one who opted to oppose
The Cresset is honored to publish this address from the Evening
Celebration and Reflection on the MLK Day '92 Observance.
Professor Eugene is a member of the faculty at Chicago Theological
Seminary, where she is Associate Professor of Practical Theology
and Culture. Her book Lifting As We Climb: A Womanist
Ethics of Care, is forthcoming from Abingdon.
january 1993

political leaders and sovereign nations who had chosen to
gamble with nuclear war. To recall how Martin
nonviolently confronted those who elected to ignore those
masses living in abject poverty, hunger, and despair is to
require of our own consciences an examination of the ways
in which we withdraw from or in which we do draw upon
the title of one of King's most famous texts, The Strength to

Love.
My reason for being here with you is to recall the
memory of Martin Luther King, Jr., in order to stir the
members of this community here at Valparaiso University
to turn his prophetic dreams into possible, practical
policies, decisions, and deeds that will make a difference
not only for this institution with its tradition of excellence
and of service, but also for a world in need of courageous
people of peace and integrity.
Publicity about Valparaiso University states that this
institution "values respect for learning and truth, for
human dignity, for freedom from ignorance and prejudice,
and for a critically inquiring spirit." Available brochures
declare that Valparaiso University "aims to develop in its
members these values, together with a sense of vocation
and social responsibility." Your brochures say that you are
concerned for the needs of students in all aspects of
development as well as for problems which face society.
Your University's values clearly mirror the meaning of
Martin Luther King's global vision.
However, the question for you and for all of us still
remains: In what manifestly visible and measurable ways
are we acting in order to incarnate those beautifully
articulated values into deeds which make a meaningful
difference on this campus, in the midst of nearby civic and
social communities as well in national and international
affairs? The title and topic of my reflection this evening is
"Turning Dreams into Deeds." This is the enterprise of the
Christian life as we engage in living out the Good News.
This was the life and work of Martin Luther, of Martin
Luther King, and of each of us here to celebrate this
holiday and this institution's mission.
In January 1979 the first formal call was made for the
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nation to claim Martin Luther King, Jr., as an official hero.
President Jimmy Carter used the occasion of King's fiftieth
birthday to urge the establishment of a national holiday
honoring Atlanta's most famous African-American citizen.
In the course of his statement, Carter touched one of the
keys to King's deepest meaning for the nation when he said
that the martyred leader had "called out to the best in
people ... He spoke of the America that had never been, of
the America that we hope will be."
There were, of course, many interpretations of the
nature of that "America we hope will be." In the struggles
that later took place within Congress and across the nation
over the appropriateness of King as national hero, the
tendency was to choose the most facile interpretation, the
one that fit most readily with the America that is now and
has been. Somehow it seemed that the furthest most
Americans could go with King was to that magnificent day
in August 1963, before the Lincoln Memorial, when he
spoke of his "dream." Of course, he also pointed that day
to "the unspeakable horrors of police brutality" inflicted on
black people, and said he refused to be satisfied "as long as
the Negro's basic mobility is from a smaller ghetto to a
larger one." But it was easier to deal with the dream of an
America where black and white children would hold hands
in unity.
As a result, in most of the celebrations of King's life,
the dominant image has been that of the great orator at
the Lincoln Monument, the dreamer of interracial
harmony, the stirring but mildly challenging preacher. So,
too, in the debates over the establishment of the federal
holiday, the supporters appeared to feel a need to make
Martin King as harmless as George Washington had
become, to trim him to the measure of America in the '70s
and '80s. Perhaps this was the measure that one perceptive
poet had anticipated in 1968 while the blood still stained
the motel balcony, while King had just begun the process
of being transformed from a troublesome. dangerous black
presence to a candidate for national hero. Carl Wendell
Himes, Jr. saw what was coming and then wrote,

Now that he is safely dead
let us praise him
build monuments to his glory
sing hosannas to his name.
Dead men make
such convenient heroes: They
cannot rise
to challenge the images
we would fashion from their lives.
And besides,
it is easier to build monuments
than to make a better world.
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So, now that he is safely dead
we, with eased consciences
will teach our children
that he was a great man ... knowing
that the cause for which he lived
is still a cause
and the dream for which he died
is still a dream,
a dead man's dream.
II

These lines of poetry provide an essential key, not
only for those of us who seek to enter the post-March-onWashington phase of King's life, but for all of us who are
prepared to deal with what could be called the second
coming of Martin Luther King, Jr. For his greatness may
rest not so much in the dream, but in our willingness to
continue to hope, to struggle, to develop new vision, to call
others to a new America, right in the midst of economic
recessions, social despair, and surrounded by the brutally
broken bodies of those wasted by the highly technological
machinery of war, by wanton drug traffic and domestic
abuse, by social diseases for which we do not want to
provide enough research or relief from individual
suffering and collective guilt. To recall the dream of
Martin Luther King, Jr., is to review our own activity of
passivity about participating in his legacy and in his
concern to oppose what he termed the giant triplets of
racism, materialism, and militarism. He said we must shift
from a "thing-centered" to a "person-centered" society.
To recall King with honesty is to re-live those times
before the hot summers when he warned the nation that it
must either deal with the "long deferred issue of secondclass citizenship now or we can drive a seething humanity
to a desperation it tried, asked, and hoped vainly to avoid."
This was the King who was deeply influenced by the
courageous and militant young people of the Freedom
Movement, the Student Non-violent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC). To recall him is of necessity to recall
those significant students, for they helped to radicalize
King, and helped keep him pressed against the hard and
ragged edges of the struggle, in what was known as the
Mississippi Summer. I am sure that there are remnants
and revisions of such students here at Valparaiso
University.
Shortly after the Mississippi Summer, word came that
King would be awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for his
leadership of the non-violent struggle for justice in the
United States. He took the honor and responsibility
seriously, and on his way to Oslo, stopped in England long
enough to condemn his own government and the British
for refusing to take a strong stand against apartheid South
Africa. In December 1964 King was clear on the need to
join in non-violent action to bring freedom and justice to
South Africa by a massive movement for economic
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sanctions." To recall King is to recall those others: Nelson
Mandela, Desmond Tutu, Allan Boesak, Nadine Gordimer,
and countless other courageous black, white, and scrcalled
"colored" South Mrican citizens who risked their lives in
the early and bleak years of that ongoing struggle against
apartheid.
Two months later, in February 1965, our Nobel Peace
Laureate was occupying an appropriate space-the Selma
jail-when Malcolm X came down to visit, only weeks
before his own death. Malcolm X told Coretta King that he
was really an ally, and later Martin King could say, "It was
tragic that Malcolm was killed, he was really coming
around, moving away from racism. He had such a sweet
spirit." To recall Martin is to recall Malcolm. They were
complementary, and by the end of their lives, they knew it.
Meanwhile, the Civil Rights Move ment itself was
being transformed, deepened, expanded, being made
more complex-and so was King. An ever-expanding
shadow named the Vietnam War had begun to fall, and the
Nobel Laureate, the Christian minister, the lover of the
poor, felt he had to speak publicly about what was going
on, quietly, deferentially, cautiously at first, the way many
of us chose to do. But even so tentative a mode was too
bold for a President who was building a nightmare
overseas. Martin later said he was stunned by the nature
and amount of the pressure that was mounted against
those first public statements he made on the way. "They
told me I wasn't an expert in foreign affairs, and they were
all experts," he said. They told him, "I knew only civil rights
and so I should stick to that. " King backed down,
temporarily, but the die had been cast. The hero had been
told to stay in his place, his colored place, to leave foreign
affairs to white folks, to squelch any naive thoughts that
non-violence in Birmingham might be in any way related to
non-violence in Vietnam."
But King would not be confmed anywhere. That was
part of his strange appeal, and great danger. Increasingly
he came to see himself as advocate for the poor and the
oppressed wherever they were. They became like fire in his
bones. To recall him is to recall them. So he could not
ignore Watts when it exploded in August 1965, nor would
he tolerate all the facile explanations and rationalizations,
all the condemnations and evasions. When he walked
through Watts and saw the faces of the young men, he
knew them, he understood the desperation that led them
to stand amidst the charred remains of their community,
and say, "We won, because we made the whole world pay
attention to us!"
Much of the rest of his brief life was given to
searching out a way to respond to the "Boyz N the Hood"
and their sisters, and the harshness of their experience, to
catch the meaning of the explosions in Watts and in all the
urban rebellions which would write their incendiary
message across the land: "Pay Attention!" So he moved,
demanding that we face the deterioration of black urban
life, recognize its experiences of economic exploitation,
January 1993

neglected schools and overpriced, absentee-landlord
housing, with no one seeming to care, to hear-until the
fires raged. To recall this King is to feel the fire
smoldering.
For this man who was neighbor to the world, friend of
the poor, who was an unsparing, relentlessly honest lover
of the nation, it was impossible to be silent on Vietnam.
Black people told him to be still, for his voice would anger
the giver of all perfect gifts in the White House. White
people told him to be still because he was not qualified to
speak to issues that they had been in charge of for so many
destructive years. Members of his own organization warned
him about what his opposition to the war would do to cut
down on financial contributions from their friends who saw
no connection between Mississippi and the Mekong Delta.
King, who felt the connection like fire in his bones,
finally moved against all this advice and stood up in
Riverside Church in New York City, precisely one year to
the day before his assassination, and let the nation and the
world know who he was and what were the social
implications of his religious beliefs.'
To recall King is to recall this man who defined the
essence of his identity, "beyond the calling of race or
nation or creed," as a child of the living God and sought to
live by that definition, saying "I believe that the Father is
deeply concerned especially for his suffering and helpless
and outcast children [and] I come tonight to speak for
them." To recall King is to rethink our own categories of
nationalism, patriotism, and national security. For here is a
national hero who loved his country, and who claimed that
speaking for suffering people of every nation was, "the
privilege and burden of all of us who deem ourselves
bound by allegiances and loyalties which are broader and
deeper than nationalism and which go beyond our nations'
self-defined goals and positions." To recall King is to
recommit ourselves to a global citizenship and solidarity.
Here is a hero who declares that love of God and
neighbor means that "we must move past indecision to
action. We must find new ways to speak for peace and
justice throughout the developing world-a world that
borders on our doors. If we do not act we shall surely be
dragged down the long, dark, and shameful corridors of
time reserved for those who possess power without
compassion, might without morality, and strength without
sight." We must recall the fire of King's spirit or else the
Holocaust will surely be visited upon us in yet one more
heinous form and time!

Ill

As we draw to a close, this evening, I now begin to ask
concretely how and when does the community of
Valparaiso University proclaim and practice from this
glorious pulpit and those classroom podiums, and
dormitories and dining halls, your values which I
recounted earlier- values which sound so similar to those
7

of Martin Luther King,Jr?
Who will recall this man, when all the plagues he
fought are still among us, standing in the way of "the
America-and the Valparaiso University-we hope to be":
poverty and exploitation, racism, militarism, materialism,
manipulated anti-communism? How shall we recall him
when the America which has been is still protected and
justified by bible-quoting Presidents and legislators who
offer no visionary leadership to a spiritually and morally
crippled people? To recall Martin King is to renew our own
power to create change.
Who is called to open the door of academic
excellence for students in classrooms everywhere, to let
them see Martin King, to feel him as he was, to recall him
as he is, perhaps to expose their hungry, directionless lives
to the flaming vector of his desire to march toward
overcoming ignorance and evil? Is there anybody here
willing to turn these prophetic dreams into deeds?
Who is called to rededicate themselves to the causes
of this hero who refused to yield to the status quo America
that was? Who is here now to recall this man when so many
of our young people in whom the fire once burned are
now being snuffed out by drugs, by military lies, by
poisoned cultural opium in music and on the screen, by
big money for playing small games? Are there any folk here
willing to recall and to renew the legacy of King?
Who is here in solidarity and with support when so
many of the poor now compete for crumbs across racial
and ethnic lines, and who has the courage to sing and to
act out the lines of that old song, "we shall overcome, we
shall live in peace, we are not afraid"?
How many of us in this sacred space need to repent
and to rededicate ourselves to the values of the Gospel, to
the values of peace and justice, to the values which this
institution has said that it stands for? Who is here who will
recount and review and recall the ways in which we have
loved one another because of our differences and not in
spite of them here at Valparaiso University? To recall King
is to renew rainbow coalitions, to rekindle new friendships,
to forgive old wounds.
Who is here to rededicate themselves to turning
dreams into deeds when so many of King's comrades now
stand back in cynicism, fear, success, and puzzlement? Is
there someone here? Is there anybody here seen my old
friend, Martin? Can you tell me where he's gone? Try to
remember, and if you remember, then follow, follow, follow ....
In the Book of Genesis, a critical comment is made by
Joseph's brothers about how his life and attitude affected
them. The comment is rei evant to our consideration this
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evening as we ponder the challenge of turning dreams into
deeds. They said to one another about this strange and
compassionate sibling, "Behold the Dreamer cometh. Let
us Kill him and see what becomes of his dream."
[Gen.37:18ff] Is Martin Luther King, Jr., safely dead?
Perhaps we should recall him and see. Perhaps in the
process of turning his dreams into our deeds we may learn
again how to live abundantly, and with integrity, in love
with God and neighbor, with cleansing, purifYing fire of
God's Holy Spirit, with the America and the Valparaiso
University that is yet to be created-by us.
Let the people of God, and the all the People of
Valparaiso University who have a dream, and all the
People who intend to do Justice, to Love Mercy, and to
Walk Humbly with God and one another, say "Amen!"
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MLK IN CHICAGO, 1966
Michael Caldwell
Race has again obtruded itself as an issue on the
American consciousness. From the Rodney King riots to
Spike Lee's Malcolm X to the attempted burning of a black
resident assistant's door last year at Valparaiso University,
race and race issues have again come to dominate
American cultural discourse. Many whites think the problem has been beaten to death, that they have been forced
far too often to confront racism, that further confrontation
means simply confessing over again that they are prey to
racist feelings. Some blacks, particularly those who have
been integrated by virtue of superior education or economic security, feel much the same way. However, many impoverished and angry blacks continue to see race and racism as
the paramount issue facing our nation today. For these
people, pious confession of error is not enough. The question they ask, both of themselves and the larger American
society is "What are we going to do?" Unlike the angry and
impoverished blacks of fifty years ago, those demanding
economic and social justice today have a rich and various
tradition of response to that question. This article explores
a particular response within that tradition which may yet
prove useful for those hungering for justice today.
"The flames of Watts illuminated more than the
western sky; they cast light on the imperfections in the civil
rights movement and the tragic shallowness of white racial
policy in the explosive ghettos." Martin Luther King, Jr.,
wrote these words for the Saturday Review a few months
after another summer of violent black protest in Los
Angeles (also ostensibly sparked by the activities of
California law enforcement officers; it seems they have
much to answer for). In the article, entitled "Next Stop:
The North," King developed his thesis that the violence Los
Angeles had experienced in the summer of 1965 presented
the civil rights movement with its most profound test. King
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went on to sketch out broad strategies the southern civil
rights movement could develop to address the systemic
racism engendering northern urban discrimination and
provoking violent black militancy. In this essay I intend to
examine the solutions King devised and enacted in
Chicago in 1966 and evaluate their effectiveness.
Some might argue with an identification of King's
Chicago campaign to end slums in 1966 as a direct outgrowth of his reaction to the violence of Watts. In his biography of King, David Garrow cites King aides who claimed
the visit to Watts finally convinced King of the importance
of class and economic issues to the civil rights movement
-issues King was to address directly for the first time in
Chicago (Garrow, 439). But the violence of Watts must
also be viewed as a kind of reminder to King of the vast
debt his own movement owed to northern white liberals
and blacks who helped staff and fund his own work in the
South. For the first time King had to ask himself if the
assumptions he held about the North were true, if the work
he was doing in the South offered any substantive benefits
for blacks in the North.
King's article is a useful place to examine those
assumptions the Watts riots caused him to reconsider. He
notes that "Civil rights leaders had long thought that the
North would benefit derivatively from the southern struggle" (33). The passage of the Voting Rights Act that King's
organization, the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (SCLC), had championed successfully led King
and other southern civil rights leaders to expect their gains
would naturally be passed on to and amplified by the urban
centers in the North. Instead the Watts community erupted in fire in August, 1965.
To explain this check to the power and suasion of
nonviolent protest, King was compelled to identifY the rage
of Watts as distinct from the work of southern civil rights
activists. In fact, King argued that "the civil rights revolution appeared to be draining energy from the North, energy that flowed south to transform life there while
stagnation blanketed northern Negro communities" (33).
While the cause of southern blacks flowered under the
attentions of northern liberals and southern activists, the
North simmered in resentment of an unchanging status
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quo. Furthermore, King argued, the methods of southern
civil rights leaders remained essentially regional even as
their inspirational stature (King's own especially) increased
to national proportions. There were multiple reasons for
this regionalism. Northern civil rights leaders had not
always solicited southem leaders to energize and take over
the struggle at a national level. More importantly, southern issues required earlier and more consistent attention
since the gains sou them civil rights activists fought for had
already been held for years in the North (ostensibly).
Watts served as a wake-up call for King. He felt a
moral obligation to return support to the communities
which had helped him achieve voting concessions in the
South. The tum north was timely as well, since in King's
diagnosis, "the cohesive, potentially explosive Negro community in the North has a short fuse and a long train of
abuses ... It is now the task of responsible people to indicate where and why spontaneous combustion is accumulating" (35). The now-vigorous and energized SCLC could
retum many favors and redeem much promise by working
the same miracles in the North it had achieved in Selma,
Birmingham and Montgomery.
Yet another concern sparked King's turn north. In
his biography of King, Oscar Lewis reports that King was
astonished to leam that youth in Watts had never heard of
him or his work in the South. On his tour of the smoldering neighborhoods on Aug. 15, black rioters repeatedly
told King they had "won." When questioned as to what
they had won, the rioters replied "we won because we made
them pay attention to us" (Lewis, 306). King could no
longer detract attention from the North's struggle with
endemic poverty and ghettoism (abetted by Democratic
bossism and corruption) because that northem struggle
had begun experimenting with violence.
It is against the backdrop of a potential northern turn
to more militant black nationalism that King's decision to
come north must be seen. This motive does appear in the
Saturday Review article:
The North, on the other hand, has for several years been
spontaneously testing violence. There are many who are arguing that positive gains have followed riots. They hold that in
the complexities or [sic] urban life the tricks of sophisticated
segregation cannot be defeated except by the power of violence. They are so close to white society but so alienated from
it and consumed with revulsion toward its hypocrisies that
they are disinterested in integration. Black nationalism is
more fitted to their angry mood (35).
King's turn to the North would test nothing less than nonviolence's ability to deal adequately with the challenges of
subtler urban racism and increasing black inclination to
violence. Moreover, King recognized the enormity, difficulty and significance of this test: "The critical task will be
to convince Negroes driven to cynicism that nonviolence
can win" (1 05).
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King did not write the Saturday Review article without
a plan or a northem city in mind. By Nov. 13, 1965, the
SCLC had all but decided on Chicago as the first beachhead for nonviolent civil rights activism. This decision was
not reached without careful and sometimes painful deliberation. The SCLC came north in the summer of 1965 to
tour several midwestem cities. While King endured a gruelling schedule of public appearances and sermons, his
aides (principally Andrew Young) networked with local
civil rights organizations and broached the possibility of
SCLC involvement on a year-long basis. Discouraged by
local activists in Philadelphia and New York, disheartened
by their reception in Cleveland, King and the SCLC were
favorably discussing a campaign in Chicago as early as Aug.

4.
Chicago was not without its own civil rights organization and it was largely through the entreaties of the
Coordinating Council of Community Organizations
(CCCO) that King and the SCLC were finally convinced to
come to Chicago. AI Raby, CCCO's leader, had persuaded
King to speak at engagements designed to gamer support
for the CCCO's initiatives. Besides chronic issues of selfdefinition, school reform dominated the CCCO agenda
that year. Since 1963 CCCO had led futile mass student
boycotts in protest of School Superintendent Benjamin C.
Willis's flagrant disregard of integration legislation. By
1965, Raby and most of the CCCO felt only a large, concerted civil rights effort could succeed in ending Chicago's
neglect of black schoolchildren.
Despite their intention to work, in Andrew Young's
words, "in with and under" existing Chicago civil rights
organizations (namely CCCO), SCLC's local leadership
exacerbated problems among Chicago's civil rights groups.
Where James Bevel, SCLC's Chicago coordinator, argued
for intensive grassroots organizing from which a civil rights
agenda would spontaneously flow, Raby and CCCO insisted
on a concrete and specific agenda they could sell to their
members. Other problems surfaced as well. Bevel organized and ran the Chicago SCLC along the lines of the
southem parent organization: He worked with ministers,
college students, high schoolers and the young unemployed. Raby, on the other hand, presided over a diverse
collection of smaller, more autonomous organizations
ranging from local chapters of the National Urban League
and the NAACP to small community groups such as the
Woodlawn Organization to professional groups like his
own Teachers For Integrated Schools. Unlike SCLC,
CCCO was a heterogeneous, loose affiliation with only a
partial connection to the religious bases so foundational to
the SCLC.
SCLC's use of the church as an organizational base
offered further difficulties. Chicago Mayor Richard J.
Daley had long used churches as a means of control in
black neighborhoods. Linda Bryant Hall, a member of the
Chicago branch of CORE (Congress of Racial Equality)
claimed "many black churches--not all of them-many of
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them had very close connections to the political machine.
The political machine supported many of the churches ...
they did so much as buy the pews where the people set"
(Carson, 312). For SCLC to work so heavily with churches
whose ministers were sometimes paid for by the machine
seemed, to some community activists, little more than an
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invitation to infiltration and corruption by Daley's political
hacks.
The many difficulties between CCCO and SCLC had
to be ironed out in a series ofretreats in the fall and winter
of 1965. The results of these meetings eventuated in the
formation of the Chicago Freedom Movement, an umbrel11

Ia organization designed to promote the cause of civil
rights in Chicago. King, as head of SCLC, and Raby, in his
capacity as "convener" of the CCCO, were named co-chairs
of this body.
The Chicago Freedom Movement's natural, but by no
means simple, next step was creating a political agenda
upon which its constituent parties could agree.
Traditionally, the SCLC used massive displays of civil disobedience around a single issue (lunch counters in
Birmingham, for instance) to provoke a reaction which
clarified the hitherto obscure wellsprings of social injustice.
King feared such single-issue tactics would fail in Chicago
because of the futility of CCCO's own efforts in addressing
issues singly (such as school reform) and because big
northern cities had already proved adept at making token
gestures of empty acquiescence to civil rights demands.
King also predicted moving on single issues would be more
difficult because of the greater sophistication of the forces
of northern racism: "There will be fewer overt acts to aid
us here; naive targets such as the Jim Clarks and George
Wallaces will be harder to use and find as symbols"
(Quoted in Anderson, 183). Only moving on a whole
series of issues simultaneously could provoke genuine
change in Chicago, King felt.
Accordingly, King and the SCLC generated an agenda to attack Chicago's economic exploitation of blacks as
practiced in the creation and maintenance of slums. To
break what he called "the slum pattern," King demanded
reforms of education, unfair union practices, police
oppression, welfare, real estate and rental discrimination,
racist bank and mortgage lending procedures, slumlord
neglect, and judicial corruption. In short, King wanted
action on every manifestation of white power's capacity to
keep slums alive. To insure the death of each and every
head of the hydra, King also called for local, state and federal enforcement of these reforms.
The SCLC envisioned an orderly series of stratagems
beginning in January and culminating with mass protests
during the summer of 1966. (I continue to emphasize the
SCLC's heavier role because the CCCO was beset with
internal and external organizational difficulties throughout
the planning stages of the war on Chicago's slums.) The
first phase, consisting of "mass meetings, neighborhood rallies and work shops" designed to educate and organize an
active protest force, was to last from January till late
February (Carson, 298). By March, community education
and unrest were expected to coalesce around certain issues
of immediate interest. Demonstrations designed to "reveal
the agents of exploitation and paint a portrait of the evils
which beset us" could then begin. All the civil rights
groups agreed some form of fundraiser should occur in
March as well, both to stir enthusiasm and to refill depleted
treasuries. The final phase, which was scheduled to start
around May 1, called for massive demonstrations, though
the specific targets of those demonstrations would be outlined as the occasion arose.
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King's role during the first phase of the Chicago campaign consisted of occupying a Chicago flat at 1550 S.
Hamlin Avenue in the Lawndale ghetto, meeting with local
organizers and ministers, and publishing the Chicago
Freedom Movement's aims in his syndicated newspaper
column "My Dream." Most accounts of King in the spring
of 1966 focus on his addressing the SCLC national funding
crises. However, I would like to take a moment tore-examine King's newspaper column. For it is in "My Dream" that
King thinks aloud his motives for coming to Chicago even
as he tries to spread enthusiasm for SCLC initiatives.
Because King addressed many issues at this time, such
as anti-war protest, not every "My Dream" column discusses
the Chicago situation. In February however, King devoted
two consecutive columns to justifying the SCLC presence in
Chicago. These documents further articulate and develop
themes first sounded in the November, 1965 Saturday
Review article.
The first column (the week of Feb. 12-18, 1966)
attempts to justify the SCLC's decision to come to Chicago.
It is the "enslavement of millions of black men, women and
children" which stirs King to action. The choice of the
term "enslavement" is significant Where southern blacks
enjoy the fruits of "factories moving south, employment
opportunities on the increase," northern blacks have
become yet more enthralled to a systematic program of
oppression. Where in November 1965 King saw the North
as at least "[standing] still as the South caught up," in
February, 1966 he could only view northern blacks as
enduring a "debilitating enslavement." Much of King's
intensified rhetoric can be attributed to experiencing
northern slum conditions for the first time himself: he
moved into Lawndale on Jan. 26, heard testimony from
East Garfield Park residents about their depressed living
conditions in late January, and toured a rat-infested,
unheated tenement at 1321 S. Homan on Feb. 9 (a building King and the SCLC would later take over and renovate).
The rhetoric which pervaded the rest of his column
underscored King's growing understanding of northern
discrimination's roots in economic oppression. "A labor
force of some 300,000 has found little beyond low-paying
service occupations open to them" while "those few
Negroes who are fortunate enough to achieve professional
and managerial status find themselves victimized in their
search for adequate housing. Two distinct housing markets, maintained by Chicago real estate interests, are carefully controlled and operated." The problem, King argued,
lay in the systematic economic exploitation of blacks by a
white power structure. Langston Hughes' "dream
deferred" became, for King, dreams "denied and repudiated by vicious though subtle patterns of exploitation." King
closed the column with a Victor Hugo quote firmly allocating blame for civil unrest on the oppressors as well as the
oppressed, "When men are in darkness, there will be
crime; but those who have placed them in darkness are as
much responsible for the crime as those who commit it."
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The second "My Dream" column (the week of Feb.
19-25) makes plainer King's economic account of slum
conditions. "The Chicago problem is simply a matter of
economic exploitation. Every condition exists simply
because someone profits by its existence." In fact, King
argued that the serried ranks of alternate police neglect
and brutality, restrictive rental policies, inferior educational programs, prohibitive trade unions, unfair lending practices, the welfare system's favoring of fatherless families,
politicized courts, and citywide electoral corruption all
combined to create a form of "internal colonialism."
Blacks could not move out of their "designated" areas, nor
could they seize the reins of power in their neighborhoods.
Disfranchised and underemployed, they were forced to
play by the economic rules of someone else's making.
Everything in King's account leads one to expect a
call for economic revolution. He identified the source of
the northern black's problems as primarily economic, yet
he refused to engage in revolution for economic power,
preferring instead to attack the results of economic
enslavement King ended his article on a hopeful, but anticlimactic, even plaintive note: "We shall use the forces of
churches, neighborhood unions, student movements, mass
meetings, neighborhood rallies, workshops and-if necessary-massive demonstrations in our determined crusade
to overcome this insidious enemy-the ghetto slum." That
"if necessary" was intended to carry a threat to the city, yet
Chicago had previously demonstrated a capacity to handle
massive civil rights demonstrations: Raby and CCCO had
gathered 75,000 people at Soldier Field to march the previous summer for school reform, reforms they were still hoping the Freedom Movement could deliver in 1966.
Clearly King's primary commitment to nonviolent
methods of protest prohibited any more radical measures,
such as those at times advocated by Stokely Carmichael or
Malcolm X. Yet if King's economic diagnosis was correct,
surely methods addressing the source of the problem were
called for, rather than the SCLC's program of attacking
each and every manifestation of the problem. Even holding to his nonviolent course, one wonders if King could not
have developed a more focused, sharp critique addressing
the disease rather than the symptoms.
The Freedom Movement's early spring timetable suffered no important disruption. On March 12, Mahalia
Jackson, Dick Gregory and other entertainers worked a
benefit which raised $80,000 to be split by SCLC and
CCCO. Intensive grassroots organizing by the SCLC continued on Chicago's west side throughout the spring. King
was busy also: He helped CCCO launch several new community organizations, such as the East Garfield Park Union
to End Slums and the still-active Kenwood-Oakland
Community Organization.
Two things began to hamper the Movement's efforts
as spring turned into summer. The first was an ongoing
crisis within CCCO, as the constituent organizations began
to voice increasing criticism over the weaker sister relation
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of CCCO to SCLC within the Freedom Movement and the
precise allocation of funds from the March 12 benefit.
Equally debilitating was Mayor Daley's politic response to
King. Daley held a press conference shortly after King's
arrival and announced his own program to end slums by
1968, cannily inviting King to join him in the effort. Daley,
while never referring to King by name, subtly criticized
King's move north by suggesting black poverty "was created
a thousand miles away in Mississippi, Georgia, and
Alabama" and noting that even Atlanta, King's hometown,
had difficulties with black impoverishment (quoted in
Anderson, 191). If King had sought to elicit the support of
white liberals by drawing Chicago's power structure into
overreaction to SCLC goals, he failed miserably. As Mike
Royko, of The Chicago Daily News, said, all the early rounds
belonged to Daley (Feb. 25, 1966).
Despite these setbacks, King and the SCLC felt strong
enough to call a rally and begin the demonstration phase
of the war on slums by the end of May. The Freedom
Movement chose June 26 as the date for a major rally. Two
weeks later an unforeseen event changed the course of the
war on the slums and perhaps the civil rights movement
itself.
James Meredith, the University of Mississippi's first
black student, had begun a walk from Memphis, Tennessee
to Jackson, Mississippi on June 5 to demonstrate the black
person's right to move freely about the south. That right
was seriously questioned when Meredith was shotgunned
just after crossing the Mississippi border on June 6. On
June 7, King, Stokely Carmichael of SNCC (the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee), and Roy McKissick
of CORE (Congress on Racial Equality) immediately took
up Meredith's march themselves. Ostensibly united on the
goal of continuing Meredith's walk, King and Carmichael
feuded over the brutal treatment of marchers by Mississippi
state troopers. Carmichael and McKissick began advocating a response of force to force, as well as urging the exclusion of whites from the march. Though a fragile
agreement to adhere to nonviolence was reached, as
Vincent Harding notes, "the march developed as a fascinating encounter among [SNCC], [SCLC], and [CORE],
against the background of white Mississippi's continuing,
sometimes brutal resistance to the movement of history"
(Carson, 235).
This encounter had three results for Chicago. The
first and most immediate consequence was that the June 26
rally had to be postponed to Sunday, July 10, after the completion of the Jackson march. More devastating was the
increasingly open fragmentation of the civil rights movement on a national level. Though King, Carmichael,
McKissick, and Roy Wilkins of the NAACP (who agreed
with King on the issue of nonviolence) took every public
opportunity to whitewash their substantial disagreements
over fundamental strategy for the news media, privately
their feuding led to open speculation and ambivalence
among northern blacks over the validity of nonviolence.
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Perhaps the most important consequence of the Meredith
shooting lay in King spreading himself even thinner among
SCLC projects at the crucial time when the Chicago campaign entered the massive demonstration phase.
In the event, only one truly massive demonstration
took place: the July 10 rally. As luck would have it, July 10
was the hottest day of 1966, with temperatures reaching
100 degrees during the rally. Still, King drew somewhere
between 65,000 (the Freedom Movement's estimate) and
30,000 people (the estimate of Chicago Police and the
ever-conservative Chicago Tribune). Organizers claimed to
be happy with the turnout though it fell far below the goal
of 100,000 people.
At the rally King made his strongest statement yet on
the link between racism and economic impoverishment,
declaring war on political and economic inequities. He
urged movement supporters to use massive boycotts to
force changes in policy: "We must affirm that we will withdraw economic support from any company that will not
provide on the job training and employ an adequate number of Negroes, Puerto Ricans, and other economic minorities in the higher paying jobs" (all quotes of King's rally
remarks are from The Chicago Sun-Times and The Chicago
Tribune, July 11, 1966). King asked supporters to withdraw
money "en masse from any bank that does not have a
nondiscriminatory lending policy." Still unswerving in his
adherence to nonviolence, King warned against "taking the
tranquilizing drug of gradualism ... We will be sadly mistaken if we think freedom is some lavish dish that the federal
government and the white man will pass out... Freedom is
never voluntarily granted by the oppressor. It must be
demanded by the oppressed."
These remarks suggest King had travelled still further
since his statements in the "My Dream" columns of
February. King's rhetoric on this occasion ("Negroes must
declare our own emancipation proclamation [and] make
any sacrifices necessary to change Chicago") was more radical and angry than that of any speaker-Stokely
Carmichael included-who followed him to the podium.
Economic oppression was identified as the culprit, as in the
"My Dream" columns, but now King seemed determined to
eradicate poverty and class as empowering tools of racism
by wielding the economic clout of disfranchised blacks as a
single, powerful weapon. King at Soldier Field appeared in
his most revolutionary, radical posture to that date.
Following the rally, several thousand protesters
marched with King to City Hall where Raby and King, emulating King's namesake, taped a set of fourteen demands to
the glass door. (The Tribune's great pains to minimize the
number of marchers who followed King to City Hall is
grotesque. A taste of The Tribune's biased coverage of the
day is provided by its main headline about a thunderstorm
that night running over the news of King's rally. One wonders which storm "lashing" the city "the American paper
for Americans" was trying to refer to.) The demands taped
to the door of City Hall, despite the content of King's
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speech, addressed primarily housing issues. The demonstration ended with a call to further activities in the coming
week.
Almost immediately Chicago's west side erupted in
violence. Daley and The Tribune would try to link King's
speech and staff to the violence, but in fact, Chicago police
brutality was the likelier culprit. King and Raby had held a
fruitless meeting with Daley on Monday to discuss demands
posted the day before. On Tuesday, July 12, black youths at
Roosevelt and Throop opened a fire hydrant to relieve
themselves from the heat wave still gripping the city. Police
closed and sealed the hydrant, citing city ordinances
against opening hydrants during particularly hot weather
when water pressure was low. The usual escalation
occurred: Children threw rocks at squad cars, police called
for backup, police clubbed children, crowds gathered,
stores were looted, buildings were set on fire. Only personal intervention in the streets by King and his aides held the
violence to a relative minimum. Police continued to turn
off hydrants the next day, while the presence of a cool
front proved that hydrant opening had become the west
side version of erecting barricades. West Madison Avenue
rioted Wednesday; Lawndale and Garfield Park on
Thursday night; the National Guard mobilized on Friday
and black neighborhoods were cordoned off.
The violence exacerbated difficulties the Freedom
Movement had been operating under throughout the summer. Sympathetic whites were frightened by inflammatory
Tribune headlines pointedly linking King to violence.
Blacks, angry at their treatment at the hands of white
police officers, were in no mood for nonviolent marches
through tough white neighborhoods; retaliation seemed
inevitable if whites attacked. The violence fragmented
CCCO further as well: Many Chicago blacks no longer had
patience to march with whites. CCCO included several
white groups and white sympathizers whose presence now
seemed potentially divisive. Despite these significant difficulties, the Freedom Movement carried on.
The first marches to open up Chicago housing and
end slums took place in Gage Park the last two weeks of
July. Gage Park had long offered cheap rents to whites but
refused to allow blacks to locate there. The Freedom
Movement alone had documented more than 100 cases of
specific discrimination. To promote the proper atmosphere for nonviolent marches, the Freedom Movement
held picnics, visited churches and held prayer vigils in public recreation areas in Gage Park. On July 30 and 31, several hundred protesters entered Gage Park to visit realtors
and demand to see listings for houses in Gage Park. They
met with rabid violence exceeding anything SCLC staffers
had encountered in the South. White youths shouting
'\vhite power" burned crosses in the street and pelted the
protesters with bricks and bottles. Local white papers
blamed King for the violence.
King himself returned to Gage Park on Aug. 5. He
and some six hundred marchers were protected from tenthousand screaming whites by twelve hundred police.
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Immediately on getting out of his automobile King was
struck with a rock. Locals shouted "kill him" and "bum the
witch doctor." King later claimed "I have never seen such
hostility and hatred anywhere in my life, even in Selma"
(Anderson, 228). But the marches had an effect. White
locals blamed Mayor Daley for the presence of black
protesters in their neighborhoods and for police arrests of
white "counter-demonstrators" as The Trillune called them.
And it was this anger along with growing police inability
(or unwillingness) to adequately protect marchers which
brought Daley to the table to discuss housing issues in midAugust.
Negotiations with the Daley administration began on
Wednesday, Aug. 17. Daley, King, Raby, Real Estate Board
President Ross Beatty, multiple Freedom Movement lieutenants, and local ministers met in an ali-day session to
reach an equitable agreement. Daley, in return for a halt
to the neighborhood marches, declared he would grant all
of the Freedom Movement's housing proposals. As the real
estate people dragged their feet, the meeting adjourned
with the creation of a subcommittee which would hammer
out specifics guaranteeing blacks the right to locate in any
part of the city and to be shown houses and apartments in
any part of the city. Marches, including a planned march
into all-white Cicero, would continue in the interim.
The summit conference, as these meetings between
the Freedom Movement and the Daley administration were
called, reconvened on Friday, Aug. 26. The session had to
overcome a good deal of bad faith on Daley's part, who had
gotten an injunction on Thursday to limit sharply the number and size of the Freedom Movement's marches. Raby,
in particular, seemed deeply suspicious of the agreement
and Daley's motives. In the end however, ten housing
demands were met, the most important being the construction of scatter-site public housing by the Housing
Authority, open housing for welfare recipients, acceptance
of open housing policy by the Real Estate Board, and
stronger city enforcement of open housing legislation.
The negotiators congratulated themselves and signed the
agreement.
Members of the Freedom Movement were not as satisfied as their leaders. They felt they had been sold out. Too
few specifics on issues other than housing as well as potential loopholes for the city on the housing issue had locals
up in arms. Chester Robinson of the West Side
Organization and Robert Lucas, chairman of the local
CORE office, announced a march into all-white Cicero
(where a black youth had been killed the year previous for
seeking work there) would take place on Sunday, Sept. 4.
King had called the march off when the agreement at the
summit meeting was reached, but felt compelled to give
Lucas and Robinson his blessing when they reinstated the
march. King felt particularly concerned to convey to
Robinson and Lucas that while he may have made mistakes, he did not intentionally sell out the Movement.
Robinson pulled out of the march, but Lucas and CORE
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went ahead. King did not participate.
Though the Freedom Movement had only achieved
its aims with regard to housing, and those aims on paper
only, King and SCLC began withdrawing their attention
from Chicago. The fall saw King confronting crisis after
crisis with SCLC and the national civil rights agenda in general (President Johnson's civil rights bill died in the Senate,
Georgia elected a reactionary governor that fall). By early
winter King's morale had flagged; SCLC's presence in
Chicago consisted of little more than Hosea Williams'
floundering voter registration drive. King entered a period
of reflection on SCLC direction, culminating in a twomonth retreat to Jamaica (where he wrote the aptly-titled
Where Do We Go From HereT) in January and February, 1967.
The Chicago Freedom Movement, dying all fall, would
expire when King turned his attention more fully to antiwar protests and the Poor People's Campaign in 1967.
What had King's efforts achieved? Chicago
seemed as closed a city after King left as it had before his
arrival. The aim of economic empowerment to end discrimination became obscured in the drive to achieve housing reform, which in the end proved a paper shadow.
In what did King's failure to effect lasting change in
Chicago consist? Biographers have identified a number of
factors: King's own exhaustion, in-fighting on the SCLC
staff, dissent among national civil rights leaders over
methodology, differences between CCCO and SCLC, and
the greater sophistication of the Daley machine. To be
sure, all of these factors had a real and lasting effect on the
course of the Freedom Movement's efforts. But the marches Daley so feared should have provided greater rewards
than the thin agreements King finally won.
Two ironies mark King's work in Chicago. The first is
that King anticipated all of the Daley machine strategies
that he later succumbed to. King warned of the danger of
gradualism in his Soldier Field speech and he devised the
overall strategy of the Freedom Movement as a campaign
on multiple issues so as to avoid being placated with fake
concessions on a single issue. Yet the Aug. 26 housing
agreement represented little more than a pact to cease
marches in trade for eventual reforms in housing practices.
Some of those reforms, to this day, continue to be evaded.
The second irony lies in King's overall strategy based
on his analysis of Chicago's problems. The trenchancy and
power of King's economic etiology of the slum remains
convincing today; what slum conditions exist must exist
because someone profits by it. Why then did King not seek
to attack the issue of economic degradation more
forthrightly instead of taking on its various manifestations?
Perhaps the housing issue was the simplest and most effective way to dramatize economic inequities. But if that is the
case, when the battle was "won" on that front with the housing agreement, why did King not press on to other manifestations of Chicago's economically driven racism? The war
on poverty remained (and remains) to be won.
The story of black Americans' search for justice
becomes more complicated after 1966. King's failure in
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Chicago fueled an already-growing black power movement.
Though King would persevere in his program for economic reforms (remember, he was shot in Memphis while campaigning for striking black sanitation workers), his views
would be clouded by charges of gradualism by those with
more militant solutions to the problems of racial injustice.
Now that the debate over what path those who seek
racial justice should follow has taken on new vigor, it is
worthwhile to remember the essential sanity and power of
King's understanding of what creates a slum. To the extent
that it is true that slums and other forms of racial injustice
exist because someone somewhere is profiting by them, it
may yet be possible to develop nonviolent critiques and
strategies to expose and shame the profiteers into something that looks a little more like justice and equity. If this
sounds idealistic and starry-eyed, let us remember what the
alternatives looked and sounded like in Los Angeles last
summer.

Travelogue
All this talking of impossibilities
Of beforeWhether they happened or notAll are true. Moving
From place to place with the same
People keeps all places the same.
You miss strangers with whom you shared
Nothing but perhaps a glimpse, the suggestion
Of a touch, a reach never made:
Whole nights and lives left
To imagination. There is an otherThe reliable place where you believed
Everything was sharedYou are a stranger to that place
And everywhere you may have thought
You wanted to live.
All trips begin at rush hour, people
As far as you can see stopped
In the direction of countless mirrors,
The glare of city windows-in penetrable
To the gaze except at nightWhere everything that goes on inside
Is revealed; where what's done is done
With seemingly nothing in between:
All seems part of the same,
A possible step into sky.
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Most don't mind where they are going,
Marker after marker,
Homes without beginning or end:
It goes on and you hardly notice,
Believing the expressway
Expedites the dayMorning alarm to evening sleep walkconvincing you that this is the way
To go, even when stopped, and the waiting
Threatens to turn to violence.
But there are those times you are shaken
Awake, when you see the backup
Seeming to stretch forever,
So that no one may ever move again.
That's when you want the road to another,
Exotic getaway, a secret place where hands
Practice parts of you over and over,
Tropical clouds rising above
Tropical clouds, windless water,
All abundance: the dream
Before sleep where the eye sees
Beyond meaning. It's when you realize
It's all inside, the course set
For everything you want, and get:
You say it as if it were your ownThe caress that would end all words.

Jim Ottery
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WORDS AND/OR DEEDS?
Michael Chasar

I

I've come, of late, to question the most basic building
blocks of the craft by which I hope to one day make my way
in life. I've come to question the meanings of the words I
love, come to wonder whether words, at times, are merely
comfortable abstractions we use to distance ourselves from
very concrete problems, problems we need to confront on
a very human level in a very human world.
So many of our words seem hollow these days, shells
which lightly float along the surface of our speech, devoid
of meaning. I tend to think that the wave of politically correct language, which seems to be constantly skimming
across the surface of our minds these days, can conveniently put on hold or even avoid issues that need to be immediately confronted with energy, courage, and compassion. I
find myself, more often than not, concentrating on the way
I speak, on the language I use, rather than on the issues
facing ours and other societies around the world, problems
we must face, problems we must solve. I tend to think that
American politics have done little to weigh words like
"racism," "poverty," and "war," what Martin Luther King Jr.
called the world's three great scourges, with meaning, with
positive, progressive action. A thousand points of light!
These words are lite. They bob in safety and security above
the serious currents and turbulence which are hidden
beneath the surface of our political language.
I think that there is a distinction to be made between
our speech and our understanding. Speech is sound. The
sounds of words undoubtedly carry feeling and emotion. I
love words and their sounds too much to deny them this
value. They do not, however, carry the feeling and emoMichael Chasar is currently finishing his course of study at VU,
and hopes to find a way to live by words. He has been published in
local newspapers in Ohio, and this year is Editor of The Lighter,
VU's undergraduate literary journal. Mike spent a semester of his
junior year in school in China, admires John Updike, and writes
poetry as well as expository prose. The Editor is grateful to John
Maguire for frroviding Mike with background for this piece.
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tion that understanding asks of an individual, indeed,
demands of each and every human being. We can talk
about racism, poverty or war, but that does not mean we
understand. I'm not sure that backing our words with
action, giving them real meaning, leads to a true understanding of these three evils, but I know that it brings one
closer to understanding, closer to knowing why these three
scourges are so destructive, than do words reasoned,
explained, broken down and categorized around a table, in
books and in government reports and analyses. There are
problems. Big problems. And we don't need any more
studies or surveys to tell us that it is time to get up out of
our seats and show that we mean what we talk about, show
that vocabulary is not the entire issue here. It's much bigger than that, and it's time we acknowledge the currents
that whirlpool beneath our comfortable surface of individual words.

n.
I had the pleasure recently of talking to John
Maguire, president of Claremont University Center and
Graduate School, about the life and legacy of Martin
Luther King. Maguire, who first met King in 1950 when he
and King were assigned to room together at a Crozer
Theological Seminary weekend course, took part, at King's
request, in one of the first Freedom Rides of 1961. He and
King remained intimate friends until King's assassination
on April4, 1968.
Maguire was in his first year of teaching at Wesleyan
University in Connecticut when the first Freedom Riders,
violating segregation laws, attempted to ride two busses
from Atlanta to Birmingham. Along the way, one of the
busses was overturned and set on fire in Anniston,
Alabama. The other bus made it to Birmingham where
police withdrew and let the violent bus terminal crowds
beat the Freedom Riders mercilessly.
"I was down celebrating a birthday with Bill Coffin,
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the Yale chaplain," wrote Maguire in American Journey: The
Times of Robert Kennedy, "and we were speaking very bravely,
that if anything happened to the Freedom Riders, we
would go down and keep this thing going, which was, in a
way, real bravura because up to that point, no representative white clergy or teachers had gotten into it ... except for
people who were professional pacifists or Quakers or reconciliation people."
Maguire got a chance to put his bravery and bravura
to the test earlier than he expected. In early May, 1961,
King contacted Maguire about taking part in the next wave
of Freedom Rides. Maguire was, at the time, wrapping up
the school year at Wesleyan, but he and four other colleagues and students flew to Atlanta in the middle of May
to take part in the next series of rides.
"This was the first time white professionals had
become involved, that is, from the North," said Maguire.
"We did not have in mind being role models for college
students." Nevertheless, "In the wake of that, as the summer wore on, literally hundreds of college students would
come from all over the nation by June and just keep
forcing the issue all summer long until the jails got filled
up."
Maguire explained to me that Kennedy's election and
his--Kennedy' s--talk of creating a Peace Corps helped create a "national mood" that paved the way for the Civil
Rights and political activism of the 1960s. "There was enormous idealism . . .It's hard to recapture the enthusiasm that
the Kennedy election excited in young people. The idea of
service, changing the world, transforming the world, I
think, was a widely pervasive idea. "
When I pressed him about the differences between
the early '60s and now, the early '90s, Maguire commented,
"I think that we've reached a kind of nadir of cynicism in
this country," but he added that the Bill Clinton/AI Gore
administration "grew up in the '60s. " "They had a lot of
that idealism," he explained, "and maybe, just maybe, we
could see it effect a change in the national mood."
Again, I pressed him, this time about specifics, tangibles. The Freedom Riders had a visible goal. They knew
that segregated bussing could be "struck down" by executive order. Are there such concrete changes to be made in
society today? What does one do? What can one do?
Where do we, the college students of the '90s begin? I want
to /mow what I can do!

Maguire immediately pointed out that there is a lot of
literal rebuilding, physical rebuilding that needs to be
done in this country, that summertime programs rebuilding cities or tutoring inner city students to "supplement the
wretched schooling they're getting now" are both good
places to start. "I don't think that we lack for some significant things for students to pitch in and do."
He went on: "We're much more international, multicultural, multi-racial, multi-ethnic, I think, in our perspective, but I think that notion of acting out, acting out love,
acting out our concern for each other cuts across all the
races and all the cultures and could be a basis for multiJanuary 1993

racial, multi-cultural coalitions ... That's another King
theme, the critical importance of coalition building. He
had none of this idea of go it alone, a racial, cultural separatism. He really believed that permanent change would
be achieved and sustained only through coalition."
"We've also," Maguire continued, "through various
theoretical as well as practical means come to realize that
words-speech-is a form of action, the content of what
you say, its truthfulness, its fidelity to the fact That's very
important too, to be fair and honest, and when you perceive injustice to say so."
"Professions of caring mean very little unless they're
carried out," John Maguire added. "That's part of the King
legacy."

III
"Remember, Mike, a month ago when we were talking, and I said there was something bothering me that I
didn't want to talk about just then?"
"Yes."
About once every month or so during my sophomore
year in college, my roommate and I blew off homework for
an hour or two, ordered a late-night pizza from Domino's,
and caught up on each others' lives. These periods of
"roommate bonding" usually, like the best things in life,
just happened, sprang out of nowhere, beaming spontaneity, grabbing us by the throats of the moment, screaming
carpe diem! at Diderot, Austen and Machiavelli. That was
the real beauty of it all, that on certain nights it corresponded that neither of us really wanted to do homework
and, being too young to hit the bars, we ended up ordering
pizza, talking and joking until the morning hours, feeding
each other the latest chunks of campus gossip, solving the
problems of the world. The pizza was bad, thin-crusted
and cold, but somehow that didn't seem to matter.
The dominant topic of conversation on campus that
and the previous month centered on whether a Gay and
Lesbian Association (GALA) should be recognized as a
legitimate campus organization. I was a member of the
Student Senate's Committee on Committees, which was
meeting to decide whether or not to recommend to the
Senate that the group be officially recognized on our campus. I spoke up very strongly in favor of recognition, but
there were many people dead set against the idea. People
sent hateful, scathing letters to the campus newspaper
about the wrongs of such a recognition at a Lutheran university. It astounded me that people were using the
Christian message to discriminate against the organization
which met every stated recognition requirement in the
Senate by-laws.
Both my roommate and I were rather outspoken
about the whole issue, as were many other members of the
university community, that sexual-orientation should not
figure into any sort of decision, either by the Student
Senate, or by the president of the university who bravely
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faced a lot of criticism flung his way for supporting the
Senate's eventual decision to recognize GAlA as an official
campus organization. During the process, however, many
people were hurt, the Christian message of love warped by
some to serve an unloving endeavor, and completely irrelevant issues, situations, stereotypes and judgments introduced into the campus' highly-emotional and political
arena.
"I think I'm ready to talk about it."
"What, are you going to tell me you're gay or something?"
"Well ... actually ... "
This was, I think, the first time in my life I really had
to "put my money where my mouth was" -to show that I
really believed what I had been standing up for during the
past two months. There was never any doubt in my mind
that things would remain the same between us; our friendship was strong enough to handle anything, and it continued to grow. It shocked me, however, to see just what
exactly happens when the political becomes personal, how
important it is to say what I mean and believe what I say,
and most of all, how quickly situations which are culturallydefined as problematic can be overcome with understanding and love on both sides.
I learned a lot from my roommate the rest of that
semester. When he left campus in January to spend a
semester overseas, we parted in silence, each knowing the
other, perhaps, better than he knew himself.

IV
As Martin Luther King Day, 1993, rolls around,
schools across the country will pause to reflect on the man
and his works. "It [Martin Luther King Day] is of critical
importance," says john Maguire, who worked to get the day
recognized as a national holiday, "providing the nation an
opportunity for annual confrontation with our conscience."
As a member of an often-squabbling Christian community, I've been taught, almost from day one, in Sunday
school, in religion classes, in youth groups, that the
Christian should be in some sort of perpetual "confrontation" with the conscience, particularly as it relates to the
Christian message and the carrying out of this message into
the world, not onto the world, but into it.
"Worldly wisdom," wrote Maguire in a 1968 article in
Christianity and Crisis, "says that a person shouldn't give
himself away completely: 'One can't afford to.' But this
man did. He believed in nonviolence, and it brought him
to a violent death."
Observing MLK Day, we are called to confront our
conscience. At the same time we need to evaluate or reaffirm our understanding of what it means to be a Christian
in today's world. "I'm growingly impatient with people
who say they revere Martin Luther King, Jr., and his teachings," Maguire wrote in 1988, "but then don't give a damn
about doing anything. That's hollow. Either you believe in
20

Martin Luther King, Jr., or you don't."
"I think that you show your appreciation - maybe
even your reverence -for Martin Luther King by behaving
in basically what I'd call a Martin Luther King-like way," he
explained, citing King's adherence to social justice. "One
of the fundamental realities is not just love, but is justice,
the centrality of social justice."
Theological disputes aside, there is a moral commitment to social justice inherent in the Christian religion,
and to deny its importance is, in part, to deny a fundamental tenet of the religion. "King elevated the concept of nonviolence to far more than a strategy," wrote Maguire in
1989. "Through him, I learned that nonviolence can be a
religious commitment, a strategy and a tactic. Listen to
him [King] on the self-defeating character of violence:
'It is a descending spiral begetting the very thing it seeks
to destroy. Instead of diminishing evil it multiplies it.
Through violence you may murder the hater but you do not
murder hate. In fact, violence merely increases hate.
Returning violence for violence multiplies violence, adding
deeper darkness to a night already devoid of stars."
King's religious commitment went, however, beyond
the scope of nonviolence in the civil rights movement,
overflowed to confront "the three great scourges" racism, poverty and war-and sought a radical redistribution of wealth and political power in America to bring
food, clothing, shelter, medical care, jobs and education to
those who need them.
We pray for those without food and shelter. We pray
for those countries at war. We pray for the victims of violence and crime. It is not enough to pray for solutions to
these problems. God alone will not work it all out. We
have to find solutions. We must roll up our sleeves and not
be afraid to get our hands dirty. "A kind of would-be spirituality that's not action-oriented, that is not carried out in
real life, is questionable," says Maguire. "So the notion of
the highest culmination of spirituality being, in its deepest,
action in the world ... is crucial."

v
One of the most amazing things in life is learning
that a little bit of willpower can go an amazingly long way.
What shocked me during the first semester of my sophomore year was discovering that one can successfully and
naturally put values and words to tests of integrity and sincerity, that one can speak truthfully and act accordingly. I
did not, at that point, have to struggle to flll my words and
professions with meaning as I struggled a semester later
when the threat of violence reared its ugly head.
Two years or so ago, in defense and preservation of
life, liberty, the pursuit of happiness, democracy and social
justice, President George Bush sent troops to the Persian
Gulf to rescue Kuwait from the grip of the evil Saddam
Hussein. As most of us remember, this brought back memories of Vietnam, boys brought back in trash bags, if they
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made it back at all, hippies spitting on veterans and so on.
Despite the strong national support for the war, protests
began springing up at a moment's notice all around the
country, urging a peaceful solution to the crisis, asking, at
least, that peaceful alternatives be employed and exhausted
before further military force be used in resolving the
volatile circumstances in the Gulf.
I watched as three of my friends quickly organized a
group in response to the president's decisions and bullyings of Congress. Just Action, as the group was called,
coordinated several rallies, brought speakers to the campus
to address the issues and plaste red the campus with
posters and signs, fact sheets and informational handouts.
I was quickly swept into the group's enthusiasm and "knowhow" and soon found myself thinking deeply and speaking
about the ideals of peace and nonviolence, about the evils
of war, revenge and retaliation.
At some point during the semester's protests, many
members ofjustAction faced verbal or physical harassment
for their rather outspoken opposition to the the military
build-up in the Gulf. At some point near the end of the
first semester or the beginning of the second, I too was
confronted and physically harassed by another student who
refused to talk, who refused to live and let live in peace.
When someone hits you in the chest and then, as you
tum to walk away, hits you again in the back, then again in
the front as you tum back around, and your adrenaline is
pumping and all you're thinking about is how you can slug
this guy and where it hurts the most and your fists are
wrenching free and are you able to stop them, there is a
natural impulse to let it out, let all Hell break loose. I

won't deny it. It's very difficult to remember that violence
"is a descending spiral begetting the very thing it seeks to
destroy" when all you're thinking about is how and where
to slug the other guy, and how to protect yourself. It's very
difficult to reason with yourself about someone you don't
know, someone you don't particularly understand.
I walked away. To this very day I don't know how I
did it. I could barely walk, my legs were shaking like a reed
in wind, and my heart hung in the air two feet ahead of
me, but I walked away. Now I know it can be done. Now I
know that nonviolence can be more than theory, more
than strategy, that nonviolent action is a commitment first
to the self, then to the spirit, and equally important, to the
world.

VI
One of the greatest gifts we have as human beings is
the gift of speech, the ability to use words to communicate
with each other. But words can bring people together or
drive them apart in a whole variety of ways. I have realized
this year how unaware of social problems I really am; I simply do not notice discrimination and prejudice, nor do I
consciously question "why" often enough. Every single day
I pass up opportunities to learn, to broaden my understanding of what might, at the time, seem to be insignificant events in daily life but which, more likely than not,
point to bigger and more complex problems in the world
- ourworld- as a whole. Words, however, are simply not
enough. We need to go out and act, understand, give
meaning, not only to our words, but to our lives.
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King
James Combs
Americans forty and older would
likely agree that the axial decade of
their lives-the time that made the
most impact on them as social
beings--was the 1960s. For kids in college now, the Sixties has acquired a
mythic aura, an heroic time when
giants bestrode the earth but were
tragically cut down, when things were
changing for the better but were
thwarted, when the shackles of the
past were cast off but were groaningly
reimposed by reaction. In the popular
mythology it has acquired since, the
Sixties is a time and place of hello,
sunshine: bright vistas of freedom,
strange trips through the doors of perception, youthful exuberance and
libidinal ecstasy, the rocking songs of a
new open road. But, the story goes, all
that was crushed like flowers under the
steamroller of power that restored the
ascendancy of the warfare state, the
legions of poverty, and the racial and

Jim Combs, working on his tenth or
eleventh book, is currently on leave in
Lebanon, Virginia. He writes often, but
one hesitates to say regularly, for The
Cresset on Popular Culture.
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gender hierarchy. The Seven ties
brought us cynicisms and apathy, the
Me Generation, and the morose selfabsorption of those left in the wake of
the big chill. The color of the Sixties
is bright, lurid, and apocalyptic; the
Seventies is dark, foreboding, and
cramped, the difference between the
expansive inclusiveness of a 1968
Robert Kennedy rally and the pinched
secrecy of Bob Woodward meeting
Deep Throat in the shadows of an
underground parking lot. In the retrospective of the late 1970s, the Sixties
seemed a better time- there were real
possibilities that were lost in the maelstrom of the late Sixties, or as Captain
America said in Easy Rider, "We blew
it."
From the perspective of the end
of the century, the Sixties now seem
downright remote, a congeries of
remarkable events and processes all
crowded into one midcentury decade
(we can date the Sixties vaguely from
about 1964 to around 1972). Much
has been written about that decade
since: For some, it changed everything, from our assumptions about our
own lives to how we felt about society
and the world; for others, it was
destructive to all that was deemed
worthwhile. The historical legacy of
the 1960s is no doubt a mixed bag, but
everyone would likely agree it is an
important one. After the Sixties,

America in the twentieth century in
almost every way would never be the
same again, for good or ill.
Certainly American popular culture would never be the same. Indeed,
the role of popular culture before and
during the Sixties is an eternally fascinating subject, since the Baby Boomers
who emerged as a social force during
that period were so much influenced
by it. Popular music provided both
anthems of change and reaction;
movies discovered the "youth culture"
and the sexual and speech revolutions;
the "new journalism" probed subjects
deemed either taboo or unworthy of
study. In creative terms, the Sixties
was characterized by a new irreverence
and outrageousness which strained tolerance and the canons of good taste.
But in retrospect, there was also a
strong strain of frivolity, no doubt in
~eaction to the serious and seemingly
mtractable problems of war, racism,
and poverty that animated so much
social activity. The Sixties now seem
such an odd mixture of political conc~rn .and social altruism intermingled
Wlth JUVenile highjinks and irresponsible behavior that the tendency has
become to forget the former and
remember the latter. Ifyou talk to students today about the Sixties, they
immediately focus on the sex, drugs,
and rock 'n roll, as if that mythic time
consisted entirely of unmitigated and
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orgiastic fun, though somewhat incomprehensibly, it was their parents who
were doing all this.
It also has become the case to
treat the more important figures and
events of the Sixties as something of a
failure. Books and teleplays debunk
the Kennedys; Lyndon Johnson
becomes a man whose obsession with
Vietnam drove him insane; figures like
Barry Goldwater and George
McGovern are viewed as destroyers of
their parties or lawgivers to politically
extreme movements of the Right and
Left; not only is Vietnam a disaster, but
also the civil rights movement and the
various other related and in some measure derivative movements (antiwar,
women 's and so on) are criticized as
disruptive of social order. The civil
rights movement, it is said, only exacerbated racism, gender relations are
now in ruins because of the women's
movement, and the activities of the
Pentagon and the American war
machine were made more resolute by
antiwar opposition. I don't think that
these arguments are accurate, but they
should have been expected: Historical
change never comes without opposition, and no actor in a turbulent time
has a secure reputation.
But now from the point of view
of the Nineties, we may be in for a bit
of remythologizing of the Sixties. With
the election of Bill Clinton, the conservative and reactionary forces that came
out of the Sixties and dominated
much of our politics since have retreated a bit, so it may be the case that a
renewed popular mythology will be
resurrected to shore up the continuity
and legitimacy of the political agenda
that emerged in the Sixties. (Clinton,
after all, made much of the picture of
him as a youth shaking JFK's hand, as
if the torch had been passed directly
from the Hand of the Himself of
Camelot days .) One is struck by the
emergence of movies which revitalize
Those Days: JFK relives the moment
when all was thought to go wrong, and
finds that evil forces in the government itself wanted Kennedy out of the
way in order to pursue ambitious military plans and thwart social reform,
revivifying the "if only JFK had lived"
January 1993

falsity, but also a visible role model of
an activist Democratic presidency.
Malcolm X transforms someone who
was thought by the white authorities in
the Sixties to be a dangerous and violent black man into someone of intellectual and spiritual depth who at the
end revises his hateful view of whites
(and giving us yet another "it might
have been if he hadn't died" myth.)
Even Jimmy Hoffa is given a new cast
as a labor leader who had many rough
edges but essentially one of the few
leaders of the time on the side of the
working man. All of this mythifying
may be preposterous, but it signals the
new esteem in which the Sixties may
be held, and repromotes to immortality some old gods who had paled but
are now given new pop colors for a
new age in which they are reappreciated. The Giants that Walked the Earth
in Those Days clomp around again.
Popular culture in the Nineties
may then exploit our wistfulness for
something that the Sixties seemed to
have and we lack: hope, perhaps, but
more accurately a sense of vitality and
social values that can lead us out of
long national malaise. Past decades
have uses for the present when reconfigured for their historical utility. We
may expect that in 1993, the thirtieth
anniversary of the Kennedy assassination, to witness an agonizing retrospective on that event. Other figures from
the Sixties-Eugene McCarthy, Janis
Joplin, Abbie Hoffman, Timothy
Leary-may be reconstituted for their
contemporary usage. Rather than
merely figures of nostalgic memory,
they become exemplars of the spirit of
a mythic age. (Director Oliver Stone
has already done Jim Morrison in The
Doors: perhaps he can make a career
of rehabilitating the reputation of
Sixties figures.)
The odd omission from this
rechiseled pantheon of gods is Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr., and for good
reason, I think. In a sense, King never
fell from grace. Rather he was deified
through the process of making him
into a holiday. He ranks with Lincoln
and Washington, and thus has become
a symbolic figure beyond reach and
almost beyond reproach. But this

deification made him a bit inhuman,
and thus in a sense beyond the criticism of those who disliked the Sixties
and the civil rights movement but also
beyond popular biographers who
would translate him into contemporary popular language and political
usage. Like Washington, he is now
remote and a bit forbidding to us,
remembered on a national holy-day;
like Lincoln, he fell in a great struggle
over race and now is honored and
quoted for his martyrdom. He is also,
I fear, a bit safe for the white establishment, someone to be revered rather
than emulated, given ritual praise
rather than moral commitment. King
has become a saint, but in the process,
like all saints, he has been rendered
inaccessible for popular communicators.
This is especially interesting at
the moment, with the popular focus
on Malcolm X. X is a more flamboyant and militant figure, perhaps more
appropriate a subject for a time when
racial division seems so intractable.
King was a figure of hope, and X a figure of hopelessness; the former is honored with a holiday and the movement
he headed pronounced over or unnecessary, while the latter is feared as a
symbol of continued conflict and defiance. In any case, it is almost impossible to imagine Spike Lee or any other
African-American filmmaker making a
3-1/2 hour movie about Martin Luther
King. Given his official status, it might
almost seem to be sacrilege, like the
Moslem ban on photographing or
filming images of Mohammed. (There
was a TV miniseries in the late
Seventies entitled King, but it was a
commercial and critical flop. At about
the same time, Rnots was a big TV success. The former story ended in assasination in Memphis, national riot, and
political reaction; the latter ended in
the progress of a family to freedom
and respectability and reunion with
the past through meeting the descendants ofKunta Kinte.)
It is really too bad that King has
acquired this kind of political mantle.
Of all the significant figures who
shaped the Sixties, it seems to me he is
the most important and remarkable.
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He was also the least frivolous and
most enduring, which goes a long way
toward explaining his symbolic status
and the reluctance of popular communicators to deal with him. For King
truly was a formidable man, and his
achievement is astonishing in any retrospect. (This conclusion is from
someone who grew up in the pre-1954
South. I can recall the extent to which
everything was segregated under the
strict caste system and apartheid laws,
the total lack of social mobility that
kept black people "in their place," and
the threat of violence for violations of
the imposed code of conduct.) King's
leadership brought hope where there
had been none, exposed the injustice
of the system, and finally even brought
powerful allies who changed things
forever.
He exemplified the
admirable qualities of moral leadership: high seriousness, personal bravery, and political tenacity.
The process here seems to be
that political apotheosis excludes one
from empathic accessibility. King's
death, like Lincoln's, made him someone "for the ages", and rightly so, but I
cannot but feel that he must have been
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more interesting, and even more
inspiring, as a mere mortal. (I recall a
community activist from Chicago who
told me that he once had occasion,
circa 1966, to drive King from the
South Side to the airport. Here was a
great opportunity, he thought, to
engage the great man in discussion of
high import. King would have none of
it; tomy friend's surprise and eventual
delight, King wanted to talk about the
great restaurant he had been to, how
lousy airline food is, what a zoo the
Atlanta airport is, and so on. The
activist discovered that he was a really
engaging person, totally relaxed and
not self-conscious, devoid of guile or
self-importance.) His morality was
rooted in the people he represented,
in the biblical and spiritual sources of
his rhetoric, in the willingness to take
risks and suffer to right errant injustice, in the willingness to die for what
he believed in. His nobility articulated
his desire to represent the dignity and
rights of a despised and subordinated
people; but his commonality is what
we like to know more about. (I do not
mean here particularly his flaws, the
sort of thing that comes out in TV

miniseries - such as the alleged womanizing, the accusation of plagiarizing
his dissertation, and the like. Rather I
mean what does he have in common
not only with his following, but also
the rest of us?) Our tendency has
been, in popular accounts of our fallen Sixties heroes, to focus on them as
"personal" beings with characteristics
that sustain them through the epic
times in which they live: Kennedy has
charm, Malcolm X has intellect, Hoffa
has guts, and so on. We have yet to
find the popular formula, or perhaps
the knowledge, to rehumanize, and
give popular treatment, to Martin
Luther King. If we are to recapture for
us one of the most interesting men of
the Sixties, or any other time in
American history, one would hope that
the personal being of King can somehow be made accessible to us. In a
sense, that would make him controversial again, and thus something of the
living human being who helped make
the history of that still astonishing
decade of the Sixties we who lived it so
imperfectly understand.
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Preservation

We were trying to prolong the inevitable look
of aging. Keep it sealed in an air-tight
jar. You said the red hibiscus bloom seemed saddest
when the color and moisture

We had decided to stop
waking. Darkness bloomed
and remained. Even the sheets
began to smell like flowers.

faded.
We called it beauty. The newer blooms
grew too artificial. We stayed
in bed and nursed it when the stamen
bowed. I fed it water, MiracleGro, top soil near its birth
roots, undressing the petal's
color by avoiding light.

Our inevitable dream
outlasted the perennial
sleeping. But there was loss
here too.
Our dream could not be the same
dream. Only our bodies
Touched. Our breaths mixed
and faded like flowers.

You became very pale.
I think you were sick
of watching. You said if we put an apple
in a coffm with a glass bottom
and top, the fruit would dry
and keep even longer. Too

In the end we were successful.
The jar still holds the red hibiscus. Alone
in our bed you slice air holes
through glass
with glass,
and I feed you

long. Red and brittle.
Days later you begged me to open

apples through the window. We've preserved
everything. Even our new dying.

the jar. It still smelled like a flower
and was empty. This was not the preservation
we had expected. We wanted to wait
years.
My face was bare
and couldn't be shaven. Your hair

Michael Trammell

had grown shorter. Our flower gave
the sleep of aging.
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What I Heard at Yale
Arvid F. Sponberg
In the gloaming of a cloudy,
damp, and chilled November
afternoon, the sepia shadows of the
Yale campus infiltrate the mind like
doubts. The verdant quadrangles
en girded at midday by walls and towers
perdurable become at night borderless
tarns adrift and black amid depthless
filamentary scaffolds of faint yellow
lights. A visiting scholar of literature
now speculates with somewhat more
verve why Yale so genially encourages
theories of interpretation that
interrogate the stability of texts and
the substantiality of authors .
Depending on the season, time of day,
the (lack of) light, your motives and
direction, the state of your soul, you
may "read" the Yale campus itself in
contrary ways.
In an academic office there, a
visitor asking for assistance in flat,
midwestern tones meets a gaze such as

Gus Spon berg teaches in the Department
of English at VU, where this year he is
&search Professor working on a book on
playwright A.R. Gurney . He regularly
writes Campus Diary for The Cresset.
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a lobsterman might cast on a jellyfish
that has unaccountably got amongst
his crustaceans. Sent out to York
Street, the visitor passes Morey's, the
venerable club famed in song, arriving
a few yards along at Wall Street. Here
Ahlstrom, and Pelikan, and Hartman
and Bloom define the past. Here Bush
and Clinton platted their futures. Here
the arch of the Graduate School fronts
the facade of the Law School while at
the margin of sight loom the icy walls
of Grove Street cemetery. History,
privilege, ambition, knowledge, law,
and death, these familiars keep
company at Yale.
"Gentlemen songsters off on a
spree,
Doomed from here to eternity.
Lord, have mercy on such as we.
Baa, baa, baa."
Indeed.
I had been to New Haven once
before, in 1980, pausing for an
afternoon during a New England
vacation with my family. In a cityowned parking structure within sight
of Jon a than Edwards College, a
window of our car was smashed and a
camera lens stolen. The police officer
on duty in the cashier's booth
shrugged at our news and offered to
call a body shop. I let him place the
call and a few minutes later he
muttered an expletive of genuine
surprise (so I interpreted) when I told
him that the shop did not mend our
brand of auto. Judging from what I
heard this trip about the New Haven
government, I suspect that such
surprises have been eliminated from
the liaison between those who guard
visitors' cars and those who repair
them. Indeterminacy of the signifier
and signified is not fashionable
everywhere in New Haven.
The first and last persons I talked
to on this trip to New Haven were taxi
drivers. They were honest, helpful, and
talkative. Inbound was black and
Outbound was white. Both had been
born and reared in New Haven but
neither could afford to live there
anymore. Both seemed a little sad
about that, though both quickly
asserted that where they lived now, in
smaller towns twelve and fifteen miles

away, was better for raising their own
children. In New Haven there were too
many homeless, too much crime and
the schools were in terrible shape,
physically and educationally.
Inbound warned me to stick to
well-lighted streets, if I was walking at
night, and to use the campus shuttle
buses. In fact, almost everyone advised
me to use the buses. But my schedule
never seemed to match the bus
schedule and after waiting a long time
for a bus to come by I ended up
walking the mile or so back to my
room all three nights I was in New
Haven.
When I told this to Outbound,
he indicated, more by facial, gestic,
and tonal than by verbal signs, that I
had not been smart. If I could have
talked to his wife, he said, who was the
second woman police officer in the
history of Connecticut, and a fifteenyear verteran of the New Haven police
force, I would have ridden the buses.
So on the way out of town I found
myself in the company of the spouse of
a Connecticut reformer. He told me
he had voted for Clinton. He thought
Bush was out of touch with ordinary
people. He didn't quote Saussure or
Derrida but he "read" Clinton as in
touch. He thought the bus campaign
was a pretty good sign.
I was in New Haven on
business-scholarly business-the kind
you are supposed to go to Yale for,
involving libraries and manuscripts
and writing stuff and publishing what
you wrote. I spent my days at the
Beinecke Rare Book library combing
through 17 boxes of papers of a
dramatist I'm writing about ( Cresset,
November 1992; look it up, if you're
interested). At night I hoped to hear a
play or two at the Yale Repertory
Theater, the storied professional
exemplar of the Yale School of Drama.
But it was the week before
Thanksgiving break and the theater
was dark. So I went looking for theater
in other places and Yale did not
disappoint.
On my first night, Monday, the
Yale Political Union met in the School
of Law auditorium to debate the
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proposition that "Affirmative Action
Combats Racism." As you might
suppose, the Political Union resembles
the debating societies at Oxford and
Cambridge. Any Yale student can join
the Union for a small fee and a
declaration of political party. There
are five parties in the Union: Liberal,
Progressive, Independent, Tory, and
the Party of the Right.
There were over 150 students
there that night and other onlookers,
too, like myself, because speaking first
in the affirmative was Senator John
Danforth of Missouri, sponsor of the
nomination of Clarence Thomas for
Associate Justice of the U.S. Supreme
Court.
I got there about 45 minutes
ahead of time because I wanted to
have a look at a large group of Yale
undergraduates. Most of them were
white and male and not a few were
attired in coats, ties, and loafers or
oxfords. Many energetically practiced
time-honored Congressional Corridor
behavior and I noted especially the
easy mastery of the Politician's
Handshake, right hand in right hand,
left hand clasping back of right arm
above the elbow. However, many other
students came in jeans and basketball
shoes; there was a good sprinkling of
birkenstocks and L.L. Beans. More
women tended to sit in the Liberal and
Progressive ranks, as did students of
color, but every party could be read as
"inclusive"
Danforth devoted his speech to
explaining how his views on affirmative
action were formed in the 1960s. He
gave an example of institutionalized
racism from that time: The Missouri
Highway Patrol had over 700 officers,
none of whom were black. This fact,
among many, convinced him that
racism was a "special problem" in
America requiring special measures.
Among them was and should be
affirmative action programs.
I then listened to eight or nine
student speakers who followed
Danforth. They came from all parties.
None equalled Danforth in his
insistence on the need for affirmative
action, even those who most strongly
agreed with him that racism was a
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"special problem." Generally these
speakers expressed a belief that in a
sufficiently vigorous economy, and
with good educations, individual
persons, regardless of color, would
achieve a fair share of society's
rewards. Furthermore, they expressed
great skepticism about the capability of
any government program to limit or
amend the effects of racism.
This skepticism interests me and
I wonder from what assumptions and
experiences it grows. Prior to the
debate, in the men's room of the
School of Law, I overheard three law
students discussing their interviews
earlier that day for positions in the
U.S. Justice department. I wondered if
they shared the opinions of the
undergraduates I had heard in the
Union, many of whom, I assume, plan
to study law. Very likely I had gazed
upon the face of some future Attorney
General of the United States. What
would it mean for the common good
to populate the top posts of the
Department of Justice with persons
who, in forming their political
consciousness, conceive of a petition
of the government for redress of their
society's most damning grievance as a
futile gesture? About the time this
question was forming, though, the
Speaker adjourned the meeting and
invited all attending to a reception for
the Senator in the Graduate School
across the street. However, I had to
forgo observing the Senator and his
hosts more closely, and perhaps
discerning an answer to my question.
It had already been a long day for me
and I faced a long cold walk up
Prospect Hill to my room, far away, in
the Yale Divinity School.
On Tuesday night, in the same
hall, I heard Ellen Chesler discuss her
biography of Margaret Sanger, the
pioneer of birth control and founder
of Planned Parenthood. Chesler
postponed completing her book for
nearly a decade while she worked as
chief of staff for Carol Bellamy, the
first woman president of the New York
City Council. She had also helped
Geraldine Ferraro in her run for the
Vice-Presidency.
Outside the hall, about a dozen

persons picketed Chesler's talk. Birth
control remains controversial in many
states but especially in Connecticut.
Chesler reminded us that as recently as
1964, the case of Griswold v.
Connecticut required a U.S. Supreme
Court decision to overturn laws
barring physicians from advising
patients about birth control means.
The decision also established that a
right to privacy inheres in the U.S.
Constitution.
Over 120 persons attended
Chesler's talk. Almost all of them were
women and almost all of them, I
guessed, were over forty. During a
question-and-answer session, one
woman said that she had been married
in New Haven in 1947. When she
asked her doctor for information
about birth control, he told her that it
was against the law for him to tell her
anything about it. However, he did
refer her to a New York City clinic run
by Mrs. Sanger, though even that
referral exposed him to prosecution.
The woman kept the secret and
traveled to New York. She had
campaigned ever since against legal
restrictions on birth control methods.
I wondered what those skeptical
undergraduates, who had sat in the
same chairs only 24 hours before,
would say if they could have heard that
woman's story. And I wondered what
those veterans of women's struggles
would say if they could have heard
those students' doubts.
I suppose it is possible that I am
the only person who sat in both
audiences and therefore can hear the
drama of such a mutual interrogation
only in my mind. Then again, I came
to Yale for the drama and shouldn't be
surprised that it gave me "texts" that
"read" in contrary ways.
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Followin' Spike's
X-Ample
Edward Byrne
Violence as a way of achieving racial justice
is both impractical and immoraL

Martin Luther King, Jr.
I am not against using violence in self
defense. I don't even call it violence when
it's self-defense. I call it intelligence.

Malcolm X
When Spike Lee concluded Do
the Right Thing with the paired quotations of Martin Luther King, Jr. and
Malcolm X, Lee ignited one of the
many controversies that have marked
-some might say marred-his film
career. By countering King's support
for nonviolent protest with X's rationalization for the use of violence, Lee
was advancing a justification for the
critical action in the film undertaken
by Mookie (importantly, the character
played by Lee)-the initiation of a
race riot. Lee recently explained his
attitude toward the disparate views
offered in the quotations: "I felt akin
Edward Byrne teaches in the Department
ofEnglish at VU, where his special interests
are poetry writing and film. He writes regularly on film for The Cresset.
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to Malcolm. I couldn't get with that
total nonviolent doctrine of King,
which was disastrous."
Anyone who has followed Lee's
theatrically released films throughout
the last half-dozen years [She's Cotta
Have It (1986), School Daze (1988), Do
the Right Thing (1989), Mo' Better Blues
(1990), and jungle Fever (1991)] would
not be surprised by Lee's allegiance to
the teachings of Malcolm X. He has
sprinkled the words, images, and philosophy of Malcolm X in every one of
his movies. However, Lee's desire had
always been to devote an entire fUm to
a proftle of Malcolm X. As Lee states
in his book, By Any Means Necessary,
concerning the making of Malcolm X:
"There was always a connectedness to
this movie that was vague, somewhere
offin the future."
Although critically-acclaimed
director Norman Jewison, best known
for Moonstruck and A Soldier's Story, had
already signed-on to make a movie
starring Denzel Washington as
Malcolm X, Lee, resorting to any
means necessary, obtained the assignment to direct the film based upon
Alex Haley's 1965 "as-told-to"
Autobiography of Malcolm X by threatening Warner Brothers with a harassment campaign through the media.
Playing the race card, Lee informed
The New York Times that no white man
should be allowed to direct a black
film. Lee declared: "It's wrong with a
capital W. Blacks have to control these
films." Angrily, Jewison relented
under the pressure. As well, Lee eventually secured for himself the
scriptwriting duty from Charles Fuller,
who had also worked on A Soldier's
Story. Achieving the total control he is
used to enjoying, Lee was thus able to
fashion the image of Malcolm X he
had always wanted to present to the
public.
Spike Lee's manipulation of the
media for his advantage has become
commonplace. The popularity of the
"X" as a fashion statement on baseball
caps, T-shirts, and other articles of
clothing among some in society is a
direct result of a two-year media blitz
by Lee, cleverly producing continuous
promotion for his movie and himself,

valuable advertising that cost Lee nothing. In American entertainment,
Spike Lee is to racial politics what
Madonna is to sexual politics-an
exhibitionist whose self-promotion,
self-importance, and frequent selfindulgence distorts the subject matter
at issue and, rather than creating consensus, creates controversy by polarizing opinion. In By Any Means Necessary
Lee writes, "The only person who does
marketing better than me . . . is
Madonna. She's the champ." Like
Madonna, Lee attempts to attract
attention through outrageous expression: regrettably, his long list of racist,
sexist, and anti-Semitic comments,
some vile and profane, is legendary.
As one might expect, Lee's film
version of Malcolm X's story is as controversial as any of his previous works.
Perhaps most significantly, Lee frames
the life of Malcolm X with two propagandistic sequences. First, he projects
an introduction containing the notorious videotape of the Rodney King incident and the burning of an American
flag. Then Lee presents a closing segment displaying newsreel examples of
white racism during the civil rights
struggles of the Sixties, footage of the
real Malcolm X, chanting Afrocentric
teenagers, fourth-grade students rising
in a classroom to declare their solidarity with Malcolm X, and Nelson
Mandela speaking the lines leading up
to X's infamous closing statement, "by
any means necessary"-a phrase, interestingly enough, Mandela reportedly
refused to speak, unwilling to associate
himself with violence. However, in a
recent Esquire interview Lee declared
of Mandela's homeland: "Black South
Mricans are gonna have to kill people
. . . . I'll be rejoicing. Who knows?
We might see the same tactics here
someday." In a famous article published by New York magazine after the
release of Do the RighL Thing, Joe Klein
accused Lee of carelessly inviting violence from young blacks in that city.
Clearly, Lee's attitude toward the presence of violence in contemporary society ranges from insightful to inciting.
Conversely, the rest of the film
represents what some critics have
labelled "a sugar-coated Malcolm X."
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This softening of X's image is easily
seen in the first phase of the film, his
criminal days in Boston and New York.
Rather than portraying with any kind
of realism the degraded pimp or the
dope-dealing "coke-head" prone to violence one encounters reading the
autobiography, Lee romanticizes X's
early years of crime and immorality.
In fact, at times during the first hour
of the film, Lee's version, complete
with beautifully scored, carefully
choreographed dance-hall numbers
and comical criminal capers, appears
to be more reminiscent of Guys and
Dolls than the Autobiography of Malcolm
X. Later in the film, Malcolm X's
political rhetoric is depicted more
moderately than history suggests.
Denzel Washington, once again offering a superb performance and demonstrating an acting excellence equaled
by few, illustrates some of the anger
exhibited by Malcolm X. However, the
script does not accurately extend for
examination the individual about
whom Martin Luther King once commented, "Malcolm has done himself
and our people a great disservice"-a
line echoed in the film by a civil rights
leader whom Malcolm X derogatorily
mocked and whom Lee's direction
holds up for ridicule. Indeed, in his
1963 "I Have a Dream" speech, King
seemed to be addressing Malcolm X
when he noted: "In the process of
gaining our rightful place, we must not
be guilty of wrongful deeds. Let us not
seek to satisfy our thirst for freedom by
drinking from the cup of bitterness
and hatred."
Although many may profess an
inability to detect Malcolm X's racist,
anti-Christian, and anti-Semitic behavior or language in his practice and
preaching, the multitude of mean messages expressing racial hatred and religious intolerance throughout most of
his life are as indisputable as the air
one breathes but cannot touch, taste,
or smell. As Marshall Frady has written recently in an extensive profile of
Malcolm X for New Yorker magazine,
"Malcolm's seemed a vision of
humankind's nature reduced to the
basest, most minimal terms of anger
and retribution for abuse . . . . Indeed,
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it does no service either to the reality
of Malcolm or to history, to try to moderate in memory the racial vituperativeness of his oratory then." Even in
the last six months of Malcolm X's life,
after his celebrated visit to Mecca, a
time to which some point as an indication of his transformation-if only
from extremist to radical-Malcolm X
still endorsed divisiveness. Theologian
Albert Cleage, who worked with
Malcolm X, denies a transformation
occurred, commenting, "if in Mecca
he had decided that blacks and whites
can unite, then his life at that moment
would have become meaningless in
terms of the world struggle of black
people." Just before his murder in
1965, Malcolm X's public pronouncements continued to promote separatist, anti-Christian, and anti-Semitic
attitudes.
By the light of contemporary
standards, Malcolm X also might be
seen as a misogynist for the sexual
behavior early in his life, and later on
for his narrow, cynical views on the
inherent nature of women, easily
exemplified by his statement, "All
women, by their nature, are fragile
and weak," or for his insistence on limiting women's roles in society.
Malcolm X believed "you never can
fully trust any woman . . . . Whatever
else a woman is, I don't care who the
woman is, it starts with her being vain."
Lee's film ignores Malcolm X's
dim view of women and tries to
explain away his racial and religious
animosity by flashing back to incidents
representing hatred and violence
against Malcolm X's family during his
childhood years. However, Lee's
account alters some information
recounted by Malcolm X in his autobiography and ignores recent research
revealing facts that dispute many of
the accusations of racist persecution
claimed by Malcolm X. For example,
in his 1991 biography, Malcolm, Bruce
Perry refutes Lee's scenes which depict
Malcolm X's father being murdered by
white racists and which show Malcolm
X's family home being torched by the
Ku Klux Klan. In fact, Perry discloses
that Malcolm X met covertly with the
Ku Klux Klan in 1961 hoping to obtain

cooperation in their mutual desire for
a separatist society. Furthermore,
Perry also offers evidence that the
1965 fire set to the black leader's New
York home may have been set by
Malcolm X, himself, for personal gain
in publicity or for vengeance against
the Nation of Islam, which was about
to repossess the property.
The blending of fact and fiction
in a film presentation billing itself as
historical biography is a disturbing
trend in filmmaking. Repeatedly, and
often for practical purposes, Lee has
drawn comparisons between his film
and Oliver Stone's 1991 movie, JFK;
significantly, Lee also cited JFK to
Warner Brothers when hoping to be
granted a similar budget and threehour length for his own film.
However, the two directors, who do
admire each other's work, have additional similarities that are hard to overlook. Both are extremely talented
filmmakers, each possessing passion
and the artist's eye. In fact, one might
conclude that the two are occasionally
overly didactic and too interested in
impressing the viewer with their technical expertise. Although Malcolm X is
mostly conventional, Lee's use of flashback cuts and the annoying matte shot
that has been inserted in just about
every one of his films ultimately distract from, rather than enhance, the
narrative. Undeniably, Malcolm X contains numerous examples that display
a great moviemaker at work; yet, like
all Lee's previous works, Malcolm X is
flawed and not a great film.
The pair of directors also suffer a
distinct weakness in their filmmaking:
sometimes they are blindly driven by
the political issues on behalf of which
they wish to persuade, allowing impairment of their narratives and character
development. As a consequence, their
films at times become dogmatic.
Nevertheless, one must concede that
in Malcolm X at least Lee finally has
found a character with a legitimate
reason to preach to the camera. In the
movies by Stone and Lee, inaccuracies
mount, and facts sometimes are sacrificed completely for the sake of making a political point. Stone's JFK
abounds with conspiracy plots that are
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unsubstantiated; likewise, Malcolm X
implies a number of secret plots that
remain unexplained. Despite evidence to the contrary, Lee allows the
viewer to believe the government
cooperated in the assassination. Like
Stone's The Doors, celebrating singer
Jim Morrison in an exercise of heroworship that becomes muddled and
loses all sense of objectivity, Lee's overly adoring homage to Malcolm X also
strays from any objective perspective.
(Pre-release information indicates
Danny DeVito's Hoffa also rearranges
history to offer a more sympathetic
view, presenting the shady union leader as "lovable." In adaition, critic
Michael Medved reports that Sir
Richard Attenborough's forthcoming
Chaplin, a biography of Charlie
Chaplin, manipulates facts to emphasize a more politically-correct point of
view.) Finally, at times some of these
films tend to slip from the historical
toward the hysterical. As a product of
their many lapses and inaccuracies, the
credibility of these directors is increasingly called into question.
While directors like Lee and
Stone continue to proffer their stilted
views as Hollywood social lessons or
cinema agitprop, like much of recent
revisionism, their films will exist as
politically correct, but historically
incorrect. Recently, Carl Rowan suggested in his syndicated column: "The
whole Malcolm X phenomenon is a
glaring, sometimes dismaying, case of
moviemakers and others revising history and making a man who had dubious
impact in life appear to be a towering
social and political figure long after his
death." As a couple of critics have
commented on Lee's film: "good
movie, bad history." Nevertheless, as
the last few years have proven, perhaps
this political correctness at the
expense of accuracy is a sure-fire formula for Academy Award consideration.
Time Warner recently found
itself involved in an uncomfortable situation due to its support of rapper IceT's "Cop Killer," a work endorsed by
Lee. Additionally, the conglomerate's
backing of JFK and Madonna's softporn Sex resulted in much unfavorable
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publicity. One executive at Time
Warner currently identifies his corporation with pride as "a home ... for
provocateurs"; yet, some journalists,
such as Jonathan Yardley of the
Washington Post, consider the company
"a manufacturer and merchant of
toxic products." Therefore, Warner
Brothers tried unsuccessfully to convince Lee to remove the Rodney King
videotape and the flag burning scene
from the opening of the film.
(Previously, Universal Pictures had successfully convinced Lee to remove an
offensive and profane prologue from
jungle Fever before its release.)
However, the studio, apparently
pleased to see the overall moderation
of Malcolm X as represented in Lee's
version, now considers the film
Warner Brothers' Oscar candidate and
has distributed promotional materials
exploiting that moderation in an
attempt to deflect expected criticism
and attract audience approval. By contrast, author Amiri Baraka has called
for a boycott of the fUm, declaring its
moderating revisionism dilutes the
powerful message of Malcolm X in
hopes of making the movie more
acceptable to the vast white audience
Lee needs to cover the film's $33-million expense. Speaking of Malcolm X,
Gerald Early, director of Mrican and
Afro-American Studies at Washington
University warns "against the temptation to remake the past and the seduction of fraudulent identities."
Maybe one of the most disturbing elements surrounding the revival
of Malcolm X, particularly among
young urban blacks, concerns an
inability to accept the more positive
influence Malcolm X's memory certainly should exert. Black educators
seem especially disappointed that X's
message urging abstinence from
drugs, alcohol, and pre-marital sex
continues to be unheard, and that his
definition of manhood, including the
command that fathers attain an education and take responsibility to provide
positive examples for their children, is
misinterpreted by some as simply a call
for macho anger. Today's disheartening statistics, reported by Newsweek,
reveal that nearly 80% of poor black

families are headed by women and,
although blacks are only 12% of the
total population, 47% of the nation's
inmates are black. As images of arrested drug dealers wearing Malcolm X
apparel appear regularly on the nightly news, Harvard professor Henry
Louis Gates laments the response to
Malcolm X by many: "What's superficial is people running around with X
hats on who ain't read the autobiography, who don't know anything about
Malcolm, who embrace him as a figure
of rage." Denzel Washington noted
more bluntly, "It saddens me to think
about how many X hats are out there
and nothing between the ears." Rap
singers like Sister Souljah, Ice-T,
Public Enemy, NWA, Ice Cube, and
others encourage militant actions.
Some incorporate excerpts of Malcolm
X's most fiery speeches as samplings
on their recordings, further promoting the message of violence, usually to
the exclusion of a message of responsibility. As one rapper, Kam, told The
New York Times, "That's the only
Malcolm I can say I personally
respect."
One positive outcome of the publicity engulfing Spike Lee's movie,
however, will undoubtedly be a
strengthening of the ongoing emergence of black filmmakers in
Hollywood. Already, the influence of
Lee's success has fostered a growing
crop of young black directors with
interesting films. In 1991 more movies
by black directors were released by
Hollywood than in the entire decade
before. Although many of the movies
did not receive wide release, most of
the new wave of black films in the following list are now available on videocassette: Joseph Vasquez's Hangin'with
the Homeboys, Charles Burnett's To Sleep
with Anger, Mario Van Peebles' New
Jack City, Bill Duke's A Rage in Harlem,
Michael Schultz's Livin' Large!, Matty
Rush's Straight Out of Brooklyn, John
Singleton's Boyz N the Hood, Charles
Lane's
True
Identity,
Robert
Townsend's The Five Heartbeats, Ernest
Dickerson's]uice,Julie Dash's Daughters
in the Dust, Wendell Harris's Chameleon
Street, and Topper Carew's Talkin' Dirty
after Dark.
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As is the case with most beginning filmmakers, the sophistication
and maturity of these films are sometimes lacking, and the quality is quite
uneven. (After all, John Singleton was
only 23 years old when his film was
released and Matty Rich a mere 19
years old!) Still, this impressive group
of films already contains more than
just promise. Two achieved commercial success in their theatrical release:
New Jack City, produced for only $8.5
million, earned $50 million at the box
office, and Bqyz N the Hood, produced
at a cost of just $6 million, brought in
almost $60 million at the box office.
In addition, Singleton received two
Academy Award nominations for Bqyz
N the Hood-Best Direction and
Original Screenplay-and won the
New York Film Critics Award for Best
New Director.
Most of these directors attribute
their opportunities to Spike Lee and
openly express their admiration for
him as a role model. About Lee's
influence, Singleton comments, "I've
always looked up to Spike Lee. Spike
combines his knowledge of our rich literary and musical culture into a
strong, Afrocentric vision . . . . Spike
made a whole generation of young
black people wake up and realize that
all it takes is a movie to start a revolution." Many of these filmmakers share
Lee's belief in the teachings of
Malcolm X and, like Lee, incorporate
X's messages into their films.
Unfortunately, like many others, some
of these directors tend to emphasize
Malcolm X's "by any means necessary"
philosophy and the use of violence as a
solution
to urban problems .
Therefore, a film like New Jack City
deteriorates into a series of extremely
gruesome scenes and an orgy of blood.
As a consequence, some of the films'
premiere showings were marred by
numerous shootings, injuries, and
some deaths. In contrast, Charles
Lane detests the impression that films
about blacks need to be "politically
angry, impoverished, violent and use a
lot of profanity."
The most substantial film of the
new class thus far has proven to be
Bqyz N the Hood. Although this film's
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opening night also was tarnished by
violence, including two deaths, the
focus of the film is on the lives wasted
in a violent, drug-filled sub-culture like
that in South-Central Los Angeles. In
fact, the film begins with a graphic
sharing the depressing fact that one
out of twenty-one young black males
will be murdered, most by other black
youths. Refreshingly, the movie's
main character rejects such a lifestyle,
respects women, and elects education
as the only viable option for escape
from poverty. Singleton's call for
responsible behavior, especially by
young black fathers, echoes the most
positive example of Malcolm X's teachings. Despite the film's obvious
flaws--what Time critic Richard Corliss
has labelled Singleton's "lame filmmaking," partly because of its lapses
into preachiness when the male
authority figure proposes as truth
Malcolm X's claim that inner-city violence, drug use, and prostitution are
the products of a genocidal conspiracy
by white society-the characters are
more engaging and the narrative more
emotionally moving than any yet put
forth on the screen by Spike Lee.
Wisely, the answers suggested by
Singleton to combat urban problems
revolve around love rather than hate,
family rather than gangs.
Perhaps the time has come for
these new directors to step out from
under Spike Lee's shadow and into the
light, where they might have the
opportunity to grow even more fruitful. One would hope that in the
future young black filmmakers and
moviegoers will depart from the negative, divisive, or destructive path of
Malcolm X's "by any means necessary"
philosophy encouraged by Spike Lee,
accept instead X's often overlooked
message of responsible behavior, and
embrace the marvelous philosophy of
Martin Luther King, as reflected in his
acceptance speech for the Nobel
Peace Prize: "Man must evolve for all
human conflict a method which rejects
revenge, aggression and retaliation .
The foundation of such a method is
love."

A House Divided . .. ?
Recent Writings on Race
Relations
Andrew Hacker. Two Nations: Black
and White, Separate, Hostile and Unequal.
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1992, pp. 257.
Studs Terkel. Race: How Blacks and
Whites Think. and Feel about the American
Obsession. The New York Press, 1992,
pp. 403.
"What social virtues are possible in a society of which injustice is the primary characteristic, in a society which is divided into two classes,
the servile and the imperious'! Christianity proclaims the fact of the natural equality of men.
How does the existing state of religion accord
with the promise of its birth7• (Harriet
Martineau, Society in America, New York,
1837)

Early during the 19th century
this British-American social scientist
visited our shores. In her book Society
in America one can read very perceptive insights into America, induding
some on the morality of our state of
race relations. It seems that the glaring moral issue that arises out of the
history of race relations in America has
almost overshadowed its contemporary
scholarly understandings.
But
Martineau, while probably less known
than the more often quoted Alexis de
Tocqueville, early clarified for us the
nature of the American dilemma. The
gist of the history of unequal relations
between racial and ethnic groups in
the United States is the moral issue it
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raises for us.
It is not surprising then that
much of what has been written since
has a strong moralizing undertone, a
style that comes not out of a need to
preach but of a need to share a perspective. Even the most detached
observer cannot experience knowledge about the history of race relations in America without being
shaped, bent by the journey.
Andrew Hacker, a political scientist from Queens College in New York,
attempts to answer the question of
Why? Why, after all the efforts of the
Civil Rights movement, all the programs to address social and racial
injustices, do we have such a sad state
of race relations today? Why the anger
that seems to pervade the AfricanAmerican community? This book
seems to be his own exploration and
journey into the experience of AfricanAmericans.
One of the strengths of this
book, a skill that he has evidenced in
previous writings in The New York Times
and The New York Times Book Review, is
Hacker's clear and helpful use of statistics. His careful use of official data is
intelligently woven into his arguments
in a way that is accessible to a broader
audience. His clear and precise writing probably helped propel this book
onto the bestseller list. This is a book
that has had some impact on recent
discourse on race relations.
One of its major weaknesses, it
seems to me, is its failure to incorporate into his matrix ofrace relations
the experiences of other non-dominant cultural minorities like the
Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, or Asians.
In his first chapter, he makes a feeble
attempt to justify his failure to include
these other groups. He appeals to the
idea of "white" being an elastic category that has allowed the incorporation
of some groups into the mainstream.
But in reality, this "white" category, the
key to the mainstream, has not
stretched enough to include many of
these groups.
What we are seeing today is that
the experiences of blacks in the
United States are being reproduced,
although in culturally specific ways, in
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the experiences of some Latinos and
other non-dominant groups in the
nation. In fact, while in 1990, 31.9
percent of all black persons live in
poverty, 33 percent of all Puerto
Ricans live in poverty. Puerto Ricans
are United States citizens by birth so
their socioeconomic status is not
pushed downwardly by a large number
of undocumented Puerto Ricans in
their midst. It seems that larger processes in terms of race relations in the
United States are at work in this population.
Despite this shortcoming, which
seems to me a major one if we are to
get an accurate picture of racial/ ethnic relations in America today, the
book has many, many strengths. For
one, Hacker takes us gently but firmly
by the hand through the basic stages
where the drama of race relations in
the United States unfolds. He addresses the history of racially-based thinking, and reveals the construction of
racist ideologies and their enduring
presence in today's society and culture.
But Hacker, not content with a
dispassionate regurgitation of carefully
constructed arguments, takes a clear,
yet sensitive moral stand throughout
the book. He stands clearly on the
side of African-Americans as a white
man who has thought very deeply as to
what it means being a black person in
the United States.
He explores the fears that exist,
not in the minds of African-Americans,
but in the minds of white Americans as
they confront diminishing opportunities and the moral demands of their
own consciences. He explores the role
of the African-American in the cultural
foundations of our competitive ethos:
"...white people need the presence of
black people as a reminder of what
providence has spared them from
becoming."
This cultural process by which a
specific phenotypically different group
serves as a boundary, a marker that
separates failure and success, good and
bad, is part and parcel of a polarized
way of thinking that permeates
American culture. It is this insidious
characteristic of the dynamics of race

relations that makes it such an obstinate, impervious characteristic of past
and present American social, economic and political life.
It is in speaking to this last social
sphere, that sphere where power is
either shared, monopolized or transformed, that Hacker gives us his most
eloquent, yet pessimistic outlook of
the future and of the issue of moral
accountability. Early on we have a
glimpse of what seems to be his overall
perspective: placing America on a
more moral course in terms of its
social relations with blacks will be a
politically difficult, perhaps impossible
task. He writes, "If white people are
compelled to compete against one
another, they are also urged to believe
that any advances blacks may make will
be at their expense."
While Hacker clearly states that
white America has in its hands the
power and the responsibility to reconstruct a more just state of affairs, he
believes that we may not see this in our
lifetime. This pessimistic tone is further reinforced by his failure, as a
political scientist, to provide some
insight or hope. In fact, he ends his
book calling upon whites to be morally
accountable for placing a whole category of people in a lower station in
life. He knows that it is un-American
to treat people as a category instead of
as individuals with varied skills and talents.
But his recourse to moral
accountability is also a symptom of the
dilemma, because the moral reservoir
that fueled much of the dramatic
changes that took place during the
Civil Rights era is empty. We are in
fact "running on empty."
Some of the feelings of fear,
despair, and lack of alternatives are
also present in Studs Terkel's Race:
How Blacks and Whites Think About the
American Obsession. Yet, Terkel allows
people to speak for themselves.
Terkel, who is a master at eliciting
from people the stuff that makes oral
history so exciting, here again in timely fashion, provides us with the
nuances that elude a more formal race
relations approach.
Terkel's book is a wonderful
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companion to Hacker's Two Nations.
One reaches for the intellect by way of
a moral argument, another makes a
moral argument by reaching in to the
"place" of our emotions.
We
empathize with the informants, we
struggle to understand with them this
persistent American dilemma of race
and ethnicity. Some of Terkel's
informants are old friends from his
other oral history projects. Some are
new participants, yet all speak clearly
and candidly in a way that illuminates
very complex social phenomena.
"If I'm dealing with them one on
one, I'm not a bigot in the least. But if
I thought that, as a whole, they're
comin' into my neighborhood, I would
have my feelings." This young white
carpenter expresses the inability that
our culture has in looking at black persons as individuals. The feelings that
are expressed are the result of a culture that has socialized these assumptions about a whole category of people
in a very imprisoning way. It is as if we
cannot but be racially prejudiced.
A U .S.-born Mexican-American
says, "This is not a melting pot. It's
more of a layer cake. I believe we are a
pluralistic society. This city is divided
by viaducts, railroad crossings, thoroughfares. We say: this is Polish, this
is Italian, this is Jewish, this is a
Mexican community. Live and let live,
but we must maintain our identity."
This speaker articulates the missing dimension of what both Hacker
and Terkel are attempting to portray.
American society is not a circle divided
in two pieces: one black, one white. It
is more like a shattered glass whose
pieces have a myriad of shapes and
forms. Some of those pieces represent
a particular response to the experience of being placed in a stigmatized
status in the United States. What is
common to all these pieces, including
those of the European immigrants, is
that they all have had to respond with
all kinds of cultural resources to the
African-American
presence
m
America.
In fact, European immigrants
used blacks as a standard by which to
measure how little or how much they
had advanced in American society.
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For the rest, Latinos and others, their
advance and assimilation is shaped by
the dominant culture's perception of
how close they are to blacks. Accent,
skin pigmentation, hair and other visible physical characteristics play a role
in determining whether some individuals will benefit from the "elasticity" of
the "white" category.
Nonetheless, while this powerful
book includes some voices of Asians
and Latinos, these voices are not part
of the main conversation. The main
dialogue is taking place between
blacks and whites. The rest are just
faint voices on the sidelines, attempting to be heard.
These new attempts do throw
some light on the nature of contemporary race/ethnic relations, and they
are significant and perceptive, but
both lack a theoretical or even an
experiential model that addresses the
nuances of racial dynamics today. We
seem to be stuck in an outmoded
paradigm that needs to be transcended. The experiences of Latinos and
other non-dominant racial/ethnic
groups need to be incorporated into
any depiction of the relationships
between racial/ethnic groups in contemporary America. When we fail to
incorporate these experiences we distort the social reality that we are
attempting to illuminate.
Old paradigms are difficult to
dislodge from our familiar conceptualVictor M. Rodriguez is Assistant
Professor of Sociolog;y at Christ College
Irvine in California. He teaches courses
in Ethnic/Minority Relations, Social
Stratification and Introduction to
Sociolog;y.
Fredrick Barton directs the Creative
Writing Workshop at the University of
New Orleans. His novels include The El
Cholo Feeling Passes, Courting
Pandemonium, and the forthcoming
Black and White on the Rocks.
Larry Rasmussen is the Reinhold
Niebuhr Professor of Social Ethics at
Union Theological Seminary, New York
City.

izations. One example of how prevalent it also is in American popular culture is in the media coverage of the
Los Angeles riots last May. The "voice
over" about a special program on Los
Angeles events said, "These events
mark a low point on black-white relations in this country." The irony is that
they were showing footage of incidents
at the Parker Center (which is the
headquarters of the L.A. Police
Department). At the same time that
the announcer said "black-white relations," the image on the screen was
that of a number of Mexican youths
unfurling the Mexican flag.
These events are emblematic of
the radical changes that are taking
place in America today. They are not
unique to California, although that
state is clearly further along in these
changes. But these are changes happening from Austin, Minnesota to
Austin, Texas.
From Omaha,
Nebraska to Fresno, California.
Finally, as the demographic
makeup of America continues to experience dramatic change, these changes
ask us to find new ways of talking
about the multidimensional nature of
race/ethnic relations today. Hacker
and Terkel provide important reflections about the underlying moral
issues, but unfortunately, we are left
bereft of a moral vision for a new
America. Our eyes are still looking to
the past rather than focusing on the
future.
For Christians, this can be a
moment of Kairos. It can be an opportunity not to "rebuild" but to create
anew. But more importantly for
Christians, we have no choice but to
do what is right. The moral question
is not a philosophical issue to be
debated but a challenge to us to live a
life that pleases God.
Terkel's book includes this comment from Father Leonard Rubi:
I think the role of a pastor is to be a
prophet. We're announcing the future in
the way we live.
The challenge is not only for pastors but for all of us. That is precisely
what we must do: announce the future
boldly in the way we live.
Victor M. Rodrigo
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Dennis A. Williams. Crossover. Summit
Books, 1992. pp. 315.
In my home town of New
Orleans, the frivolity of Mardi Gras is
threatened by the enduring prejudice
of ancient organizations and the selfaggrandizement of politicians who
would build political capital out of
racial resentment. In my home state, a
former Klansman makes a serious bid
for
the governor's mansion.
Elsewhere, thinly veiled appeals to
racial fear contribute to the election of
a U.S. Senator and even a president.
And we wonder if our journey through
the last two decades has brought us so
slight a distance.
In the 1960's we sang our belief
in the approaching day when our
racial prejudice would be overcome.
We took heart from landmark civil
rights legislation which broke Jim
Craw's spine and ended official
American apartheid. For a fleeting
moment we dared hope that soon men
and women might indeed be judged
by the content of their character
rather than the color of their skin. But
then Martin Luther King was murdered. And his theme of interracial
unity was drowned out in calls for
"black power" and in the white backlash campaigns of George Wallace.
The chaotic hope of the 60's gave way
to the cold indifference of the 1980's.
And today black and white face each
other with a hostility burning as hot as
ever. African-American writer Dennis
A. Williams addresses the sad progress
of American race relations in his
impressive new novel Crossover, and it's
a must for any read~r of contemporary
fiction who wants to ponder how we
got to such a bleak here from such a
seemingly promising there.
Crossover tells the story of Richard
"Ike" Isaacs, the black son of a single
mother who raises him to be an achiever. In high school Ike can hang with
the "bloods" who dominate the track
team, but he's more comfortable with
his class's bohemian crowd of artists
and brains. He actually likes to study
and he makes good grades; his classmates vote him "most likely to succeed." Ike is accepted into an Ivy
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League school, and he's assigned a
white Jewish roommate whom he
comes to like. Everything seems to be
roses for Richard Isaacs.
But it isn't. It's 1969 and his fellow blacks on campus are angry.
They've managed to get the university
administration to give them a house
for a black student center, but they
feel underfinanced and resented.
Support for the fledgling Black Studies
program may be waning. When a fire
breaks out in the black student center,
accusations that it was firebombed
arise instantly and are embraced with
scant inspection. Radical black student leaders hatch a plot to take over
the university library, and when the
invasion is executed Ike finds himself
among the protesters. And this is a
surprise.
It's a surprise because Ike isn't a
joiner. He has deep feelings for
Martin Luther King and seems to carry
none of the race-based self-hatred that
stands as one of the more insidious diseases of American racism. He likes the
idea of a black student center, thought
he doesn't much frequent it himself.
He approves of a black studies curriculum and plans to take some of its
courses himself. He has felt the ugly
lash of race prejudice first hand. But
he hasn't yet developed an us-againstthem, black-versus-white view of the
world. He's uncomfortable with the
tendency of his black college classmates to self-segregate. And he's furious that by loving his long-term white
girlfriend Cheryl he brands himself
among some of his fellow blacks as an
"Oreo," i.e., white on the inside.
This is incredibly potent stuff, of
course, and Williams' strategy of personalizing it renders it all the more
powerful. Richard Isaacs wants nothing more than to go to college, study,
make friends, prepare for a future
career and share his private time with
the woman he loves. But the divided
hostile world in which he lives won't
let him. He is forced to choose sides,
and in choosing he recognizes that he
must cease to be any longer and in the
same way uniquely himself.
Mr. Williams would have benefited from an editor attentive enough to

have alerted him to the occasional passage lacking clarity. And the story as a
whole fails to provide us clear and full
enough an understanding of Ike's
anger with his mother. Too, Williams
might have been best advised to have
collapsed all the implications of Ike's
story into the nine months of his freshman year at college. The novel is
unbalanced by the obligation of its
closing third to narrate the rest of
Ike's college years and a year thereafter.
But these are distinctly minor
complaints about a work of unusual
wisdom, honesty, sensitivity and emotional impact. The headlines of the
late 1960's and 70's were commanded
by Stokely Carmichael and Eldridge
Cleaver. In reaction some black intellectuals, like Clarence Thomas, have
embraced the conservative ideology of
the Republican right. Many others, no
doubt including a 40-year-old Richard
Isaacs, have clung to the values of their
youth. Such values have been tarnished by the hot rhetoric of black separatists, ignored by the indifference of
Reaganism, taunted by the electioneering of George Bush, defiled by abiding
white racism, but the integrationalist
ideal still stands as our best, our only
hope. As Dennis Williams sketches his
protagonist in this promising debut,
Richard Isaacs is a veteran of war for
the American soul. It's a war that
takes prisoners and inflicts grievous
wounds to the psyche and the heart.
It's a war that still rages.
Fredrick Barton

Ronald Stone. Professor Reinhold
Niebuhr: A Mentor to the Twentieth
Century. Westminster /John Know
Press, 1992.
As soon as it appeared, Richard
Fox's Reinhold Niebuhr: A Biography
(Pantheon, 1985) showed up in noteworthy places-front page of the NY
Times Book Review, for example-and
was acclaimed by many as the definitive biography. As it turns out, Fox's
was the first of a number of biographical works, spurred on in part by the
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1992 centennary of Niebuhr's birth.
All but Fox's were also spurred on by
deficiencies in his account! Ursula M.
Niebuhr's Remembering Reinhold Niebuhr
(HarperCollins, 1991), Charles C .
Brown's Niebuhr and His Age (Trinity
Press International, 1992) and Stone's
book all react with some exasperation
to Fox even when each has far more
reason to write, and far more substance to offer, than simply a corrective. Together these volumes are an
intellectual feast that not only gives us
Reinhold Niebuhr in gratifying detail
but, like Fox himself, provides a splendid account of many streams of the
20th century as experienced in the
United States and the North Atlantic
world generally.
Stone's account is the subject of
this review. Its title, Professor Reinhold
Niebuhr, is a response to Fox's omission
ofNiebuhr the beloved and influential
teacher at Union Theological
Seminary from 1928-1960. Union was
Niebuhr's home, community, even
"church" for those decades. That he
was also the renowned public intellectual whose wise influence trailed in the
wake of non-stop involvement well
beyond Union hardly diminishes the
significance of his home base. It is the
consequence of Niebuhr's home turf
and teaching career for his thought
that Stone has put in proper perspective by working through Niebuhr's
own unpublished class lectures and by
extensive contact with Niebuhr's students (through the use of a questionnaire and conversations) .
Even those familiar with Niebuhr

will learn to read with new eyes on
some matters. Niebuhr's writings center on politics, history and the human
self. But his class notes show the the~
logical side of his work. It only now
and then surfaces on the written page
(with the huge exception, of course, of
The Nature and Destiny of Man). Greater
sensitivity to the theological dimensions which stand behind the written
corpus is one of the gains of knowing
what Niebuhr was attending to
semester in and semester out. Or, to
cite another example, Niebuhr taught
Philosophy of Religion for years at
Union and read widely in it. He is not
thought of as a philosopher or as a
scholar of "religions." But those of us
who have largely dismissed his frequent generalizations about religion
and worldviews or his critical judgments about one school of ancient philosophy after another, all because
these were too sweeping to represent
sound, serious scholarship, will have to
look at these again. At the same time it
is clear from Stone's exacting account
(thought not explicitly mentioned)
that Niebuhr did not give extensive
time to going arguments about moral
theory-and this despite the fact he is
remembered above all as an ethicist.
Considering the paucity of relevant
substance in much of moral philosophy for decades, the loss may not have
been great and Niebuhr may well have
chosen the better part. But the omission explains why now, when moral
theory does matter and moral philosophy has taken up social issues and the
search for viable public discourse,

Niebuhr is not much cited or leaned
upon.
At the same time far too little is
said if only the distinctive note of this
book is struck. Like Charles Brown's
volume, Stone's is a comprehensive
and first-rate intellectual biography of
Niebuhr and a trusty guide to his
enduring contribution. Stone is wellprepared for the task. He has pursued
Niebuhr studies the entire period
since serving as Niebuhr's student and
teaching assistant in the mid-1960s.
The distillation of that long and careful effort is what is found in these
pages, not simply the portrait and significance ofNiebuhr the teacher.
In any event, the insights of this
book are far too numerous to pass
along in a review. Suffice it to note the
difference of the subtitle of Stone's
earlier work on Niebuhr-Prophet to
Politician~from the subtitle of this
volume-Mentor to the Twentieth
Century. The expanded scope is certainly a reflection of the author's own
deepened work and heightened appreciation of Niebuhr. It is, more importantly, testimony to Niebuhr's
stunning relevance for the wide range
of issues that continue to confound us,
not least at the end of the 20th century, when the US is both a massive
world power and a bewildered one.
Stone should take great personal satisfaction in this book and regard it as
the high contribution it is.

Larry Rasmussen

Notes on Poets-

Putting the Pieces Together. ....
Martin Luther King Day at VU

January 18, 1993

+ Worship Service on Sunday evening, January 17
+ Rally at 10 am Monday, Manning Marable, Speaker
+ Focus Sessions 1-5, all afternoon, all campus
+ Evening of Images and Music,
with John White,
Pulitzer Prize-winning photographer from the Chicago
Sun- Times and Robert Tilsen's "The Gospel at Colon us"
with Musicians from Evansville's Performing Arts Center

BE WITH US FOR AN INSPIRING DAY!!
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Ottery is a PhD candidate at the
University of Missouri. His poems
have appeared in The Indiana Review,
Denver Quarterly, Visions International
and elsewhere.

Michael Trammell, from Tallahassee,
is poetry editor for Sun Dog: The
Southeast Review. His poetry is forthcommg m Genre and The Habersham
Review.
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